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Abstract
In this paper we propose a general coorbit space theory suitable to define coorbits of
quasi-Banach spaces using an abstract continuous frame, indexed by a locally compact
Hausdorff space, and an associated generalized voice transform. The proposed theory
realizes a further step in the development of a universal abstract theory towards various
function spaces and their atomic decompositions which has been initiated by Feichtinger
and Gröchenig in the late 1980ies. We combine the recent approaches in Rauhut, Ullrich [50]
and Rauhut [48] to identify, in particular, various inhomogeneous (quasi-Banach) spaces of
Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel type. To prove the potential of our new theory we apply it to spaces
with variable smoothness and integrability which have attracted significant interest in the
last 10 years. From the abstract discretization machinery we obtain atomic decompositions
as well as wavelet frame isomorphisms for these spaces.
Key Words: Coorbit space theory, continuous wavelet transform, Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel type
spaces, variable smoothness, variable integrability, 2-microlocal spaces, Peetre maximal func-
tion, atomic decomposition, wavelet bases
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1 Introduction
The birth of coorbit theory dates back to the 1980ies, starting with a series of papers by
Feichtinger and Gröchenig [21, 31, 32]. The main intention was to characterize function spaces
˚Corresponding author, Email: henning.kempka@mathematik.tu-chemnitz.de
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via an abstract transform, the so-called voice transform. In the original setup, this transform is
determined by an integrable irreducible representation of a locally compact group on a Hilbert
space H unifying e.g. the continuous wavelet transform, the short-time Fourier transform, and
the recent shearlet transform, to mention just a few. More recently, representations which are
not necessarily irreducible nor integrable have been considered [12]. They allow to treat, for
instance, Paley-Wiener spaces and spaces related to Shannon wavelets and Schrödingerlets.
Classical examples of coorbit spaces associated to the continuous wavelet transform on
the ax ` b-group are the homogeneous Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces [55, 56, 57], identified
rigorously as coorbits in Ullrich [59]. What concerns further extensions of these spaces and
interpretations as coorbits we refer to Liang et al. [42, 43]. More general wavelet coorbit spaces
associated to a semidirect product G “ Rd ¸ H, with a suitable subgroup H of GLpRdq as
dilation group, have been studied in [27, 28, 29] and could recently be identified with certain
decomposition spaces on the Fourier domain [30]. A specific example of this general setup is
the shearlet transform, where G is the shearlet group. The associated shearlet spaces have first
been studied in [9]. Other coorbit spaces, based on a voice transform different from the wavelet
transform, are e.g. modulation spaces [33, 19] and Bergman spaces [21].
Coorbit theory thus covers a great variety of different function spaces. The underlying group
structure however turns out to be a severe restriction for the theory since the identification of,
e.g., inhomogeneous spaces of the above type was long time not possible, however desirable. For
that reason the theory has evolved and several subsequent contributions have weakened among
others the assumption that the voice transform is supported on a locally compact group. For
instance, Dahlke, Steidl, and Teschke replaced it by a homogeneous space, i.e., a quotient of a
group with a subgroup, with the aim to treat functions on manifolds [10, 11, 8].
The starting point for the general coorbit space theory presented in this paper is the ap-
proach used by Fornasier and Rauhut [24], which was later revised and extended in [25] and
further expanded in [50]. There, the group structure is abandoned completely and the voice
transform is determined solely by an abstract continuous frame F “ tϕxuxPX in H indexed
by a locally compact Hausdorff space X (not necessarily a group), i.e., X is equipped with a
Radon measure µ such that the map x ÞÑ ϕx is weakly measurable and that with constants
0 ă C1, C2 ă 8
C1}f |H}
2 ď
ż
X
|xf, ϕxy|
2dµpxq ď C2}f |H}
2 for all f P H . (1.1)
(Note that weak measurability of x ÞÑ ϕx in H implies that the integral in (1.1) is well-defined.)
We combine the approach in [50] with ideas from [48] to define even coorbits
CopF , Y q :“ tf : xf, ϕxy P Y u
of quasi-Banach spaces Y using the general voice transform associated to F . We thereby also
recall the relevant details of the existing theory, especially from [24, 50] and fix some earlier
inaccuracies. The developed theory yields noteworthy generalizations even for the Banach case,
e.g. some assumptions made in [24, 50] can be weakened, such as the uniform boundedness
of the analyzing frame F or some technical restrictions on the weights and the admissible
coverings. Most notably however, we can generalize the main results of the discretization
theory, which is possible since we take a different – more direct – route to establish them. It
turns out that the three essential Lemmas 2.36, 2.40, and 2.47 below constitute the technical
foundation for the proof of the general abstract discretization results in Theorems 2.48 and 2.50.
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Putting these lemmas at the center of the exposition simplifies many arguments and allows for
a systematic approach towards new abstract discretization results. In fact, we obtain discrete
characterizations of coorbit spaces by “sampling” the function using a sub-sampled discrete
frame Fd “ tϕxiuiPI on a suitable index set I. Of course, as usual in coorbit space theory,
there are several technical assumptions to check. However, a great advantage of the presented
discretization machinery is the fact that it provides a straight path towards discretization,
where matters essentially reduce to checking properties (associated to Y ) of the analyzing
frame F . This is in contrast to the usual approach where atomic decompositions and wavelet
characterizations, useful to study embeddings, s´numbers, interpolation properties etc., are
often developed from scratch for different related function spaces.
To prove the potential of the theory presented here, we apply it to identify spaces with
variable smoothness and integrability, so-called variable exponent spaces, as coorbits. Triebel-
Lizorkin spaces of this kind are defined via the quasi-norm
}f |Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq} “
›››´ 8ÿ
j“0
|wjp¨qpΦj ˚ fqp¨q|
qp¨q
¯1{qp¨q
|Lpp¨qpR
dq
››› , (1.2)
where the functions wj are weights and Φj are frequency filters corresponding to a dyadic
decomposition of the frequency plane. For the precise formulation see Definition 3.8 below.
The functions pp¨q, qp¨q represent certain integrability parameters, which may vary in the spa-
tial variable x of the space. The 2-microlocal weight sequence wjp¨q determines the variable
smoothness, see [39] for details. Function spaces with variable exponents are a fast developing
field thanks to its many applications in stochastics, fluid dynamics and image processing, see
[17] and [16] and references therein. The Lebesgue spaces Lpp¨qpR
dq with variable integrability,
see Definition 3.1 below, were already used by Orlicz [46]. Recent contributions by Diening
[14] on the boundedness of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator on Lpp¨qpR
dq make them
accessible for harmonic analysis issues.
Surprisingly, the spaces (1.2) can be handled within the generalized coorbit space theory
presented in this paper. In fact, due to unbounded left and right translation operators (within
the ax` b-group) a coorbit characterization of homogeneous spaces of the above type already
seems to be rather impossible at first glance. However, we are able to identify them as coorbits
CopF , Y q of, what we call, Peetre-Wiener type spaces Y by using a suitable continuous frame
F “ tϕxuxPX with the index set X “ Rd ˆ rp0, 1q Y t8us. These spaces Y are solid quasi-
Banach function spaces (QBF) defined on X, see Section 4.1 below. Peetre-Wiener type spaces
can be seen as a mixture of the Peetre type spaces introduced in [59], and certain Wiener
amalgam spaces, see [22], [49]. They appear naturally when dealing with continuous local
mean characterizations, a strategy developed in [59] and [42]. In fact, we show in Subsection
3.3 below that with large enough a ą 0 the quantity
}f |Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}3 “ }wp¨,8qxΦ
˚
0fyap¨q|Lpp¨qpR
dq}
`
›››´ ż 1
0
|wp¨, tqxΦ˚t fyap¨q|
qp¨q dt
t
¯1{qp¨q
|Lpp¨qpR
dq
››› (1.3)
represents an equivalent characterization for Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq. Here
xΦ˚t fyapxq :“ sup
zPR
d
t{2ďτď2t,τă1
|pΦτ ˚ fqpx` zq|
p1` |z|{τqa
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denotes the corresponding maximal function, which is essentially a modification of the widely
used Peetre maximal function, see (3.7) below, and is used in the definition of the Peetre-Wiener
type spaces, see Definition 4.2. Now the representation (1.3) is actually the identification of
Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq as a coorbit space of a Peetre-Wiener type space. Applying the abstract theory, in
particular Theorem 2.50, we obtain biorthogonal wavelet expansions [6] of the respective coorbit
spaces. We describe the application of the machinery for the rather simple (orthogonal) Meyer
wavelets, see Appendix A.2. Due to its generality, a straightforward modification of Theorem
2.50 leads to general (biorthogonal) wavelet expansions and other tight discrete wavelet frames.
Let us mention that the continuous local mean characterizations (1.3) of spaces with variable
exponents, see also Theorem 3.11, are new and interesting for their own sake. In fact, one has
to deal with additional difficulties since a version of the classical Fefferman-Stein maximal
inequality, a crucial tool in this respect, is in general not true in Lpp¨qpℓqp¨qq if qp¨q is non-
constant.
Finally, the provided discretizations of such spaces are not entirely new. In [37] the au-
thor used a different technique in order to obtain discretizations with Meyer and Daubechies
wavelets. However, let us mention that the abstract Theorems 2.48, 2.50 below neither restrict
to orthonormal wavelets nor compactly supported atoms.
1.1 Outline
The paper is structured as follows. The abstract theory is established in Section 2. It generalizes
earlier contributions, especially [24, 50], and in particular now includes the quasi-Banach case.
In Section 3 we give a short introduction to variable exponent spaces, which will serve as our
demonstration object for a concrete application of the theory. We will utilize a new continuous
local means characterization in Section 4 to identify them as coorbits of a new scale of Peetre-
Wiener type spaces. The abstract theory then yields atomic decompositions as well as discrete
characterizations via wavelet frames. Some useful facts concerning the continuous and discrete
(orthogonal) wavelet transform are collected in the Appendix.
1.2 Notation
The symbols N,N0,Z,R,R`, and C denote the natural numbers, the natural numbers including
0, the integers, the real numbers, the non-negative real numbers, and the complex numbers.
For a real number t P R we put ptq` “ maxtt, 0u and ptq´ “ mintt, 0u. The conjugation of
z P C is denoted by z. Let us emphasize that Rd has the usual meaning and d P N0 is reserved
for its dimension. The symbol | ¨ | denotes the Euclidean norm on Rd and | ¨ |1 the ℓ1-norm.
The space of all sequences with entries in some set M over some countable index set I is
denoted by M I and we write Λpiq for the i-th sequence element of a sequence Λ PM I .
For topological vector spaces Y and Z the class of linear continuous mappings from Y to Z
is denoted by LpY,Zq. The notation Φ : Y ãÑ Z indicates that Y is continuously embedded into
Z, i.e., Φ is an injective continuous linear map from Y into Z. If the embedding is canonical
we simply write Y ãÑ Z. If Y is equipped with a quasi-norm we use }f |Y } for the quasi-norm
of f P Y . The operator quasi-norm of A P LpY,Zq is denoted by }A|Y Ñ Z}.
We use the notation a À b if there exists a constant c ą 0 (independent of the context
dependent relevant parameters) such that a ď c b. If a À b and b À a we write a — b.
Furthermore, we write Y — Z for two quasi-normed spaces Y,Z which coincide as sets and
whose quasi-norms are equivalent.
4
2 General coorbit space theory
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and X a locally compact Hausdorff space endowed with a
positive Radon measure µ with suppµ “ X. A family F “ tϕxuxPX of vectors in H is called
a continuous frame (see [1]) if the assignment x ÞÑ ϕx is weakly measurable and if there exist
constants 0 ă C1, C2 ă 8 such that (1.1) is satisfied. Let us record an important property.
Lemma 2.1. Let F “ tϕxuxPX be a continuous frame in H and N Ă X a set of measure zero.
Then tϕxuxPXzN is total in H.
Proof. Let us put X˚ :“ XzN . We have to show that V :“ spantϕx : x P X˚u is dense in H.
Indeed, using the frame property of F , we can deduce for every f K V
}f |H}2 “
ż
X
|xf, ϕxy|
2 dµpxq “
ż
X˚
|xf, ϕxy|
2 dµpxq “ 0.
To avoid technicalities, we assume throughout this paper that X is σ-compact. We further
assume that the continuous frame is Parseval, i.e. C1 “ C2 “ 1, and note that – apart from
minor changes – the theory presented here is valid also for general tight frames where C1 “ C2.
It is also possible to develop the theory in the setting of non-tight frames, where the associated
coorbit theory has been worked out in [24] – at least to a significant extent.
For 0 ă p ă 8 we define the Lebesgue space LppXq :“ LppX,µq as usual by
}F |LppX,µq} :“
´ ż
X
|F pxq|p dµpxq
¯1{p
ă 8.
A function F belongs to L8pXq :“ L8pX,µq if and only if F is essentially bounded. The
corresponding sequence spaces ℓppIq are obtained by choosing X as a countable index set I,
equipped with the discrete topology and counting measure µ.
Associated to a continuous frame F is the voice transform VF : HÑ L2pX,µq defined by
VFfpxq “ xf, ϕxy , f P H, x P X,
and its adjoint V ˚F : L2pX,µq Ñ H given in a weak sense by the integral
V ˚FF “
ż
X
F pyqϕy dµpyq . (2.1)
Since we assume the frame F to be Parseval VF is an isometry and in particular injective.
The adjoint V ˚F is surjective with }V
˚
F |L2 Ñ H} “ 1 and the associated frame operator SF :“
V ˚FVF is the identity. Hence we have
f “
ż
X
VFfpyqϕy dµpyq and VFfpxq “
ż
X
VFfpyqxϕy, ϕxy dµpyq .
The second identity is the crucial reproducing formula RF pVFfq “ VFf for f P H, where
RF px, yq “ xϕy, ϕxy , x, y P X, (2.2)
is an integral kernel (operator), referred to as the frame kernel associated to F . It acts as a self-
adjoint bounded operator RF “ VFV ˚F : L2pXq Ñ L2pXq, which is an orthogonal projection
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with RF pL2pXqq “ VF pHq. The converse of the reproducing formula is also true, i.e., if
F P L2pXq satisfies RF pF q “ F then there exists a unique element f P H such that VFf “ F .
We remark that we use the same notation for the function RF : X ˆ X Ñ C given in
(2.2) and the associated operator RF : L2pXq Ñ L2pXq. It is important to note that the
function RF is measurable. Indeed, utilizing an orthonormal basis pfnqnPN of H we can expand
RF px, yq “
ř
nPNxϕy, fnyxfn, ϕxy as a point-wise limit of measurable functions.
The idea of coorbit theory is to measure “smoothness” of f via properties of the transform
VFf . Loosely speaking, the coorbit of a function space on X is its retract with respect to (a
suitably extended version of) the voice transform. The classical theory and its generalizations
have been developed for the case of certain Banach function spaces on X. In the classical setup,
where X is equipped with a group structure, the extension [48] deals with the quasi-Banach
case, and our aim is to extend the generalized theory from [24, 50] analogously.
2.1 Function spaces on X
We consider (quasi)-Banach function spaces, or shortly (Q)BF-spaces, which are linear spaces
of measurable functions on X, equipped with a quasi-norm under which they are complete.
Hereby, functions are identified when equal almost everywhere. Hence, when speaking of a
function one often actually refers to an equivalence class. In general, this inaccuracy of language
does not pose a problem. Only when it comes to point evaluations the precise meaning must
be made clear in the context.
Recall that a quasi-norm on a linear space Y generalizes the concept of a norm by replacing
the triangle inequality with the more general quasi-triangle inequality
}f ` g} ď CY p}f} ` }g}q, f, g P Y,
with associated quasi-norm constant CY ě 1. Many aspects of the theory of normed spaces
carry over to the quasi-norm setting, e.g. boundedness and continuity coincide, all d-dimensional
quasi-norms are equivalent, etc.. An important exception is the Hahn-Banach theory concerned
with the dual spaces. Note that the (topological) dual Y 1 of a quasi-normed space Y , equipped
with the usual operator norm, is always a Banach space. Due to the possible non-convexity
of the quasi-norm however, it may not be sufficiently large for the Hahn-Banach theorems to
hold. In fact, Y 1 may even be trivial as the example of the Lp-spaces in the range 0 ă p ă 1
shows. This fact poses a serious problem for the theory.
An important tool for dealing with quasi-norms is the Aoki-Rolewicz theorem [3, 51], which
states that in every quasi-normed space Y there exists an equivalent r-norm – in the sense of
an equal topology – where an r-norm, 0 ă r ď 1, satisfies the r-triangle inequality
}f ` g}r ď }f}r ` }g}r, f, g P Y,
and in particular is a quasi-norm with constant CY “ 21{r´1. The exponent r “ 1{plog2CY `1q
of the equivalent r-norm is called the exponent of Y .
For a viable theory we need to further restrict the class of function spaces. A quasi-normed
function space Y on X is called solid, if the following condition is valid,
f µ-measurable, g P Y, |fpxq| ď |gpxq| a.e. ñ f P Y and }f |Y } ď }g|Y }.
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In a solid space Y we have the equality } |f | |Y } “ }f |Y } for every f P Y . Moreover, there is a
useful criterion for a function f to belong to Y ,
f P Y ô |f | P Y and f µ-measurable.
A function space shall be called rich, if it contains the characteristic functions χK for all
compact subsets K Ă X. A rich solid quasi-normed function space on X then contains the
characteristic functions χU for all relatively compact, measurable subsets U Ă X.
We will subsequently develop coorbit theory mainly for rich solid QBF-spaces Y , that are
continuously embedded into Lloc1 pXq. As usual, the spaces L
loc
p pXq :“ L
loc
p pX,µq, 0 ă p ď 8,
consist of all functions F where }FχK |LppXq} ă 8 for every compact subset K Ă X. The
case, where Y 6ãÑ Lloc1 pXq, is shortly commented on at the end of Subsection 2.4
It is important to understand the relation between the quasi-norm convergence and the
pointwise convergence of a sequence of functions in Y . We have the following result.
Lemma 2.2. Let Y be a solid quasi-normed function space on X, and assume fn Ñ f in Y .
Then for arbitrary but fixed representing functions rfn, rf the following holds true. For a.e. x P X
there is a subsequence pfnkqkPN, whose choice may depend on the particular x P X, such thatrfnkpxq Ñ rfpxq as k Ñ 8.
Proof. Assume first that fn Ñ 0 in the quasi-norm of Y , which implies }fn|Y } Ñ 0. As
infměn |fm| is a measurable function with infměn |fm| ď |fk| for all k ě n we have infměn |fm| P
Y with } infměn |fm||Y } ď }fk|Y } for all k ě n by solidity. It follows 0 ď } infměn |fm||Y } ď
infměn }fm|Y } “ 0, and hence infměn | rfm|pxq “ 0 for a.e. x P X. This implies that for
these x P X there is a subsequence pfnkqkPN such that rfnkpxq Ñ 0. Now let fn Ñ f . Then
pfn´fq Ñ 0 and by the previous argumentation for a.e. x P X there is a subsequence pfnkqkPN
such that rfnkpxq ´ rfpxq Ñ 0, whence rfnkpxq Ñ rfpxq.
Remark 2.3. A more thorough investigation of pointwise convergence in solid quasi-normed
function spaces is carried out in [54]. It turns out that Lemma 2.2 can be strengthened using
[54, Cor. 2.2.9] and the fact that X is σ-finite (see Step 1 in the proof of Lemma 2.14). In fact,
there is a subsequence pfnkqkPN, independent of x P X, with
rfnkpxq Ñ rfpxq for a.e. x P X.
2.2 Associated sequence spaces
Let us take a look at sequence spaces associated with a function space Y on X. For this
we recall the notion of an admissible covering introduced in [24, 50]. We say that a covering
U “ tUiuiPI of X is locally finite if every x P X possesses a neighborhood which intersects only
a finite number of the covering sets Ui.
Definition 2.4. A covering U “ tUiuiPI of X is called admissible, if it is locally finite and if
it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Each Ui is measurable, relatively compact and has non-void interior.
(ii) The intersection number σpUq :“ supiPI 7tj : Ui X Uj ‰ Hu is finite.
A covering of a locally compact Hausdorff space is locally finite if and only if every compact
subset intersects only a finite number of the covering sets. Hence, every locally finite covering
of the σ-compact space X is countable. In particular, the following lemma holds true.
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Lemma 2.5. Every admissible covering of the σ-compact space X has a countable index set.
Following [24, 50] we now define two types of sequence spaces associated to Y .
Definition 2.6. For a rich solid QBF-space Y on X and an admissible covering U “ tUiuiPI
of X the sequence spaces Y 5 and Y 6 associated to Y and U are defined by
Y 5 “ Y 5pUq :“
!
tλiuiPI : }tλiuiPI |Y
5} :“
›››ÿ
iPI
|λi|χUi |Y
››› ă 8) ,
Y 6 “ Y 6pUq :“
!
tλiuiPI : }tλiuiPI |Y
6} :“
›››ÿ
iPI
|λi|µpUiq
´1χUi |Y
››› ă 8) .
Note that due to Lemma 2.5 the index set I of these sequence spaces is necessarily countable.
Also observe that due to condition (i) of Definition 2.4 and suppµ “ X we have µpUiq ą 0 for
every i P I, and in turn }χUi |Y } ą 0.
Viewing a sequence as a function on the index set I, equipped with the counting measure, we
subsequently use the terminology introduced above for function spaces. For better distinction,
we will speak of a quasi-Banach sequence space and use the abbreviation QBS-space.
Proposition 2.7. The sequence spaces Y 5pUq and Y 6pUq are rich solid QBS-spaces with the
same quasi-norm constant CY as Y .
Before we give the proof of this proposition let us establish some useful embedding results.
First observe that the mapping
I
6
5 : Y
5 Ñ Y 6, λi ÞÑ µpUiqλi (2.3)
is an isometric isomorphism between Y 5 and Y 6, which allows to transfer statements from one
space to the other. Moreover, if infiPI µpUiq ą 0 we have the embedding Y 5 ãÑ Y 6. Analogously,
supiPI µpUiq ă 8 implies Y
6
ãÑ Y 5. Consequently, Y 5 — Y 6 if both conditions are fulfilled.
Let ν : I Ñ r0,8q be a discrete weight and define }Λ|ℓνp} :“ }Λν|ℓp} for 0 ă p ď 8 and
Λ P CI . The space ℓνppIq :“ tΛ P C
I : }Λ|ℓνp} ă 8u is a QBS-space with quasi-norm } ¨ |ℓ
ν
p}.
Lemma 2.8. Let 0 ă p ď 1 be the exponent of Y . We then have the continuous embeddings
ℓω
5
p pIq ãÑ Y
5pUq ãÑ ℓω
5
8 pIq and ℓ
ω6
p pIq ãÑ Y
6pUq ãÑ ℓω
6
8 pIq
with weights defined by ω5piq :“ }χUi |Y } and ω
6piq :“ µpUiq
´1}χUi |Y } for i P I.
Proof. We have }tλiuiPI |Y 5}p “
››ř
iPI |λi|χUi
ˇˇˇ
Y
››p À řiPI |λi|p}χUi |Y }p “ }tλiuiPI |ℓω5p }p for
tλiuiPI P ℓ
ω5
p . If tλiuiPI P Y
5 we can estimate for every j P I
|λj |ω
5pjq “ |λj |}χUj |Y } “ }|λj |χUj |Y } ď
›››ÿ
iPI
|λi|χUi
ˇˇˇ
Y
››› “ }tλiuiPI |Y 5}. (2.4)
The embeddings for Y 6 follow with the isometry (2.3).
The weights ω5 and ω6 also occur in the following result.
Corollary 2.9. For every j P I the evaluation Ej : tλiuiPI ÞÑ λj is a bounded functional on Y
5
and Y 6 with }Ej|Y
5 Ñ C} ď pω5pjqq´1 and }Ej|Y
6 Ñ C} ď pω6pjqq´1.
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Proof. For Y 5 this follows directly from (2.4). The argument for Y 6 is similar.
Now we are ready to give the proof of Proposition 2.7.
Proof. [Proof of Proposition 2.7] We prove the completeness of Y 5. The result for Y 6 follows
then with the isometry (2.3). A Cauchy sequence pΛnqnPN in Y
5 is also a Cauchy sequence in
ℓω
5
8 by Lemma 2.8. Let Λ be the limit in ℓ
ω5
8 . We show that Λ P Y
5 and Λ “ limnÑ8 Λn in the
quasi-norm of Y 5. For this task let us introduce the auxiliary operator ApΛq :“
ř
iPI |Λpiq|χUi ,
which maps Λ P CI to a nonnegative measurable function on X.
For α P C and Λ,Λ1,Λ2 P CI we have ApαΛq “ |α|ApΛq and ApΛ1 `Λ2q ď ApΛ1q `ApΛ2q.
We also have
|ApΛ1q ´ApΛ2q| ď
ÿ
iPI
ˇˇ
|Λ1piq| ´ |Λ2piq|
ˇˇ
χUi ď
ÿ
iPI
|Λ1piq ´ Λ2piq|χUi “ ApΛ1 ´ Λ2q. (2.5)
A sequence Λ P CI belongs to Y 5 if and only if ApΛq P Y , and we have the identity
}Λ|Y 5} “ }ApΛq|Y }. (2.6)
Since Λ is the limit of pΛnqnPN in ℓ
ω5
8 it holds limnÑ8 |Λpiq´Λnpiq| “ 0 for all i P I. Considering
the local finiteness of the sum in the definition of A it follows that
lim
nÑ8
ApΛ´ Λnqpxq “ 0 for all x P X. (2.7)
The rest of the proof relies solely on Properties (2.5)-(2.7) of the operator A and the solidity
and completeness of Y . First we show ApΛq P Y which is equivalent to Λ P Y 5 according to
(2.6). The sequence pApΛnqqnPN is a Cauchy sequence in Y because with (2.5) we can estimate
}ApΛnq ´ApΛmq|Y } ď }ApΛn ´Λmq|Y } “ }Λn ´Λm|Y
5}. Furthermore, from (2.7) and (2.5) it
follows limnÑ8ApΛnqpxq “ ApΛqpxq for all x P X. Since Y is complete we can conclude with
Lemma 2.2 that ApΛnq Ñ ApΛq in Y and ApΛq P Y . Finally we show Λ “ limnÑ8 Λn in Y 5.
The sequence pApΛn ´ ΛqqnPN is a Cauchy sequence in Y , because with (2.5) we get
}ApΛn ´ Λq ´ApΛm ´ Λq|Y } ď }ApΛn ´ Λmq|Y } “ }Λn ´ Λm|Y
5}.
Using (2.7) and Lemma 2.2 we deduce ApΛn ´ Λq Ñ 0 in Y . In view of (2.6) this finishes the
proof.
We finally study sequence spaces where the finite sequences are a dense subset. Since Y 5
and Y 6 are isometrically isomorphic via the isometry I65 from (2.3), and since I
6
5 is a bijection
on the sequences with finite support, these are dense in Y 5 if and only if they are dense in
Y 6. The next result occurs in [24, Thm. 5.2] in the context of Banach spaces. However, the
boundedness of the functions required there is not necessary.
Lemma 2.10. If the functions with compact support are dense in Y the finite sequences are
dense in Y 5pUq and Y 6pUq.
Proof. Let Λ “ tλiuiPI P Y 5 and fix ε ą 0. Then F :“
ř
iPI |λi|χUi P Y and there exists
a function G P Y with compact support K such that }F ´ G|Y } ă ε. As the covering
U “ tUiuiPI is locally finite, the index set J :“ ti P I : Ui X K ‰ Hu is finite. Let Λ˜ be the
sequence which coincides with Λ on J and vanishes elsewhere. Then F˜ :“
ř
iPJ |λi|χUi P Y and
|F´F˜ | ď |F´G|. Using the solidity of Y we conclude }Λ´Λ˜|Y 5} “ }F´F˜ |Y } ď }F´G|Y } ă ε.
For a countably infinite sequence Λ “ tλiuiPI , a bijection σ : NÑ I and n P N we define Λσn
as the sequence which coincides with Λ on σpt1, . . . , nuq and is zero elsewhere.
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Lemma 2.11. Let U “ tUiuiPI be an admissible covering and assume that there is a bijection
σ : N Ñ I. The finite sequences are dense in Y 5pUq if and only if for all Λ P Y 5pUq it holds
Λσn Ñ Λ in the quasi-norm of Y
5pUq for nÑ8.
Proof. Assume that the finite sequences are dense. For n P N we can then choose a finite
sequence Γn P Y 5 with }Γn ´ Λ|Y 5} ă 2´n. By solidity of Y we get for N ě 1 ` maxtk P
N|Γnpσpkqq ‰ 0u, with the convention maxH “ 0, the estimate }ΛσN ´Λ|Y
5} ď }Γn ´ Λ|Y
5} ă
2´n. The other direction is trivial.
We end this paragraph with an illustration and examine the sequence spaces associated to
the weighted Lebesgue space LνppXq, defined by }F |L
ν
ppXq} :“ }Fν|LppXq} ă 8, where ν is a
weight and 0 ă p ď 8. In this special case we have a stronger statement than Lemma 2.8.
Proposition 2.12. Let U “ tUiuiPI be an admissible covering of X, ν be a weight and 0 ă
p ď 8. Then for Y “ LνppXq we have Y
5pUq — ℓ
ν5p
p pIq and Y 6pUq — ℓ
ν
6
p
p pIq with weights given
by ν5ppiq :“ }χUi |L
ν
ppXq} and ν
6
ppiq :“ µpUiq
´1ν5ppiq for i P I.
Proof. We give the proof for 0 ă p ă 8 and Y “ LνppXq. For tλiuiPI P C
I we can estimate
}tλiuiPI |Y
5}p “
›››ÿ
iPI
|λi|χUi
ˇˇˇ
Y
›››p “ ż
X
ˇˇˇÿ
iPI
|λi|χUipyqνpyq
ˇˇˇp
dµpyq
—
ż
X
ÿ
iPI
|λi|
pχUipyq
pνpyqp dµpyq “
ÿ
iPI
|λi|
p
ż
X
χUipyq
pνpyqp dµpyq “
ÿ
iPI
|λi|
pν5ppiq
p,
where we used that the intersection number σpUq is finite and the equivalence of the p-norm
and the 1-norm on CσpUq. Applying the isometry (2.3) yields the result for Y 6.
2.3 Voice transform extension
For the definition of the coorbit spaces, we need a sufficiently large reservoir for the voice
transform. Hence we extend it in this paragraph following [24]. For a weight ν : X Ñ r1,8q
we introduce the space Hν1 :“ tf P H : VFf P L
ν
1pX,µqu . Since F is total in H by Lemma 2.1
it is easy to verify that }f |Hν1} :“ }VFf |L
ν
1} constitutes a norm on H
ν
1 . Further, we define the
kernel algebra
A1 :“ tK : X ˆX Ñ C : K is measurable and }K|A1} ă 8u,
where }K|A1} :“ max
!
ess sup
xPX
ş
X
|Kpx, yq|dµpyq , ess sup
yPX
ş
X
|Kpx, yq|dµpxq
)
.
Associated to ν is a weight mν on X ˆX given by
mνpx, yq “ max
!νpxq
νpyq
,
νpyq
νpxq
)
, x, y P X.
The corresponding sub–algebra Amν Ă A1 is defined as
Amν :“ tK : X ˆX Ñ C : Kmν P A1u (2.8)
and endowed with the norm }K|Amν } :“ }Kmν|A1}. Note that a kernel K P Amν operates
continuously on Lν1pXq and L
1{ν
8 pXq with }K|Lν1pXq Ñ L
ν
1pXq}, }K|L
1{ν
8 pXq Ñ L
1{ν
8 pXq} ď
}K|Amν}. Technically, the theory rests upon (mapping) properties of certain kernel functions.
A first example of a typical result is given by the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.13. Assume that for a family G “ tψxuxPX Ă H the Gramian kernel
GrG,Fspx, yq :“ xϕy, ψxy x, y P X, (2.9)
is contained in Amν . Then ψx P H
ν
1 with }ψx|H
ν
1} ď }GrG,Fs|Amν }νpxq for a.e. x P X.
Proof. We have }GrG,Fs|Amν } ě
ş
X
|VFψxpyq|
νpyq
νpxq dµpyq “
}ψx|Hν1}
νpxq for a.e. x P X.
The theory in [24, 50] is developed under the global assumption that F is uniformly bounded,
i.e. }ϕx} ď CB for all x P X and some CB ą 0. This assumption can be weakened.
Lemma 2.14. Let ν ě 1 be a weight such that the analyzing frame F satisfies
(i) }ϕx|H} ď CBνpxq for some constant CB ą 0 and all x P X,
(ii) RF P Amν .
(2.10)
Then Hν1 is a Banach space and the canonical embedding H
ν
1 ãÑ H is continuous and dense.
Moreover, there is a subset X˚ Ă X such that ϕx P H
ν
1 for every x P X
˚ and µpXzX˚q “ 0.
The corresponding map Ψ : X˚ Ñ Hν1 , x ÞÑ ϕx is Bochner-measurable in H
ν
1 .
Proof. A Cauchy sequence pfnqnPN Ă H
ν
1 determines a Cauchy sequence pFn :“ V fnqnPN in
Lν1 , which converges to some F P L
ν
1 . Since the kernel R P Amν operates continuously on L
ν
1 , the
equality Fn “ RpFnq for n P N implies F “ RpF q. Furthermore, because of }ϕx|H} ď CBνpxq
it holds |Rpx, yq| ď C2Bνpxqνpyq for all x, y P X and we can deduce
|F pxq| “
ˇˇˇ ż
X
Rpx, yqF pyq dµpyq
ˇˇˇ
ď C2Bνpxq
ż
X
|F pyq|νpyq dµpyq “ C2Bνpxq}F |L
ν
1}.
This shows F P L1{ν8 , and as L
1{ν
8 X L
ν
1 Ă L2 even F P L2. The reproducing formula on H
yields f P H with V f “ F P Lν1 , which implies f P H
ν
1 . Since }fn ´ f |H
ν
1} “ }Fn ´ F |L
ν
1} we
obtain fn Ñ f in Hν1 . This proves the completeness. To prove the continuity of the embedding
we observe }h|H}2 “ }V h|L2}2 ď }V h|L
1{ν
8 }}h|H
ν
1} for h P H
ν
1 . Together with }V h|L
1{ν
8 } ď
supxPX
!
}ϕx|H}
νpxq }h|H}
)
ď CB}h|H}, where }ϕx|H} ď CBνpxq was used, the continuity follows.
Due to Lemma 2.13, applied with G “ F , there is a null-set N Ă X such that ϕx P Hν1 for every
x P X˚ :“ XzN . The density of Hν1 ãÑ H is thus a consequence of the totality of tϕxuxPX˚
in H, as stated by Lemma 2.1. It remains to prove the Bochner-measurability of Ψ. Since
VF : H
ν
1 Ñ VF pH
ν
1q is an isometric isomorphism, it suffices to confirm thatrΨ :“ VF ˝Ψ : X˚ Ñ Lν1pXq, x ÞÑ VFϕx
is Bochner-measurable in Lν1pXq. The proof of this is divided into three steps.
Step 1: Let us first construct an adequate partition of X. Since µ is a Radon measure, by
definition locally finite, all compact subsets of X have finite measure. As X is assumed to be
σ-compact, the measure µ is thus σ-finite. Hence X “
Ť
nPN Ln for certain subsets Ln Ă X of
finite measure. By subdividing each of these sets further into Ln,m :“ tx P Ln : νpxq ď mu,
disjointifying these subdivided sets, and finally by renumbering the resulting countable family of
sets, we obtain a sequence pKnqnPN of pairwise disjoint sets of finite measure withX “
Ť
nPNKn
and such that νpxq ď Cn holds for all x P Kn and suitable constants Cn ą 0.
Step 2: We now show that for every n P N the functionrΨn : X˚ Ñ Lν1pXq, x ÞÑ VFϕx ¨ χKn
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is Bochner-measurable in Lν1pXq. To this end, let pfℓqℓPN be an orthonormal basis of H with
fℓ P H
ν
1 for all ℓ P N. Such a basis exists since H is separable and H
ν
1 is a dense subspace of H.
Then we define the functions
Φℓ :“ VFfℓ P L
ν
1pXq and Gn,ℓ :“ VFfℓ ¨ χKn P L
ν
1pXq.
Note that Φℓpxq “ xϕx, fℓy is the ℓ-th expansion coefficient of ϕx with respect to pfℓqℓPN. Due
to the measurability of Φℓ P Lν1pXq the function x ÞÑ ΦℓpxqGn,ℓ is clearly Bochner-measurable.
Since the pointwise limit of Bochner-measurable functions is again Bochner-measurable, Step 2
is finished if we can show that for every fixed x P X˚
rΨnpxq “ lim
NÑ8
Nÿ
ℓ“1
ΦℓpxqGn,ℓ in L
ν
1pXq.
This follows with Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem: For every y P X we have
lim
NÑ8
Nÿ
ℓ“1
ΦℓpxqGn,ℓpyq “ lim
NÑ8
VF
´ Nÿ
ℓ“1
Φℓpxqfℓ
¯
pyq ¨ χKnpyq “ VFϕxpyq ¨ χKnpyq “ rΨnpyq.
Note here that ϕx “
ř8
ℓ“1Φℓpxqfℓ with convergence in H, and in general VFgN pxq Ñ VFgpxq
for fixed x P X if gN Ñ g in H. Finally, we estimate using }ϕx|H} ď CBνpxqˇˇˇ Nÿ
ℓ“1
ΦℓpxqGn,ℓpyq
ˇˇˇ
ď
´ Nÿ
ℓ“1
|Φℓpxq|
2
¯ 1
2
´ Nÿ
ℓ“1
|Gn,ℓpyq|
2
¯ 1
2
ď }ϕx|H}}ϕy|H}χKnpyq ď CBνpyq}ϕx|H}χKnpyq ď CBCn}ϕx|H}χKnpyq.
Since Kn is of finite measure this provides an integrable majorant (with respect to y).
Step 3: Similar to Step 2 the Bochner-measurability of rΨ is proved by showing for x P X˚
rΨpxq “ lim
NÑ8
Nÿ
n“1
rΨnpxq in Lν1pXq.
The pointwise limit is obvious: For every y P X we clearly have
rrΨpxqspyq “ VFϕxpyq “ lim
NÑ8
Nÿ
n“1
χKnpyq ¨ VFϕxpyq “ lim
NÑ8
Nÿ
n“1
rrΨnpxqspyq.
Using Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem with majorant |rΨpxq| proves the claim.
Under the assumptions (2.10) we therefore have the chain of continuous embeddings
Hν1
i
ãÑ H
i˚
ãÑ pHν1q
q,
where pHν1q
q denotes the normed anti-dual of Hν1 , which plays the role of the tempered distri-
butions in this abstract context. Moreover, there is a subset X˚ Ă X with µpXzX˚q “ 0 such
that ϕx P Hν1 for x P X
˚. Hence we may extend the transform VF : HÑ L2pXq to pHν1q
q by
VFfpxq “ xf, ϕxy , x P X
˚, f P pHν1q
q, (2.11)
where x¨, ¨y denotes the duality product on pHν1q
q ˆ Hν1 . The anti-dual is used so that this
product extends the scalar product of H.
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Lemma 2.15. Under the assumptions (2.10) the extension (2.11) is a well-defined continuous
mapping VF : pH
ν
1q
q Ñ L
1{ν
8 pXq.
Proof. Let f P pHν1q
q. The function VFfpxq “ xf, ϕxy is well-defined for every x P X˚. It
determines a measurable function on X, in the sense of equivalence classes, due to the Bochner
measurability of x ÞÑ ϕx in Hν1 proved in Lemma 2.14. Using Lemma 2.13 we can estimate
|VFfpxq| “ |xf, ϕxy| ď }f |pH
ν
1q
q}}ϕx|H
ν
1} ď }f |pH
ν
1q
q}}RF |Amν }νpxq.
This shows VFf P L
1{ν
8 pXq with }VFf |L
1{ν
8 } ď }f |pH
ν
1q
q}}RF |Amν }.
Remark 2.16. The membership RF P Amν does not ensure F Ă H
ν
1, wherefore the extended
voice transform (2.11) might not be defined at every point x P X. This detail has not been
accounted for in preceding papers, and fortunately it is negligible since functions on X are only
determined up to µ-equivalence classes. Therefore we – as in [24, 50] – will henceforth assume
F Ă Hν1 to simplify the exposition.
We proceed to establish the injectivity of the extended voice transform. To this end, the
following characterization of the duality bracket x¨, ¨ypHν
1
qqˆHν
1
will be useful.
Lemma 2.17. If F has properties (2.10), then for all f P pHν1q
q and g P Hν1 it holds
xf, gypHν
1
qqˆHν
1
“
ż
X
VFfpyqVFgpyq dµpyq “: xVFf, VFgyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
.
Proof. Let f P pHν1q
q and g P Hν1 . Then VFg P L2 X L
ν
1 and we get
xf, gy “ xf, V ˚FVFgy “
B
f,
ż
X
VFgpyqϕy dµpyq
F
“
ż
X
VFgpyqxf, ϕyy dµpyq “ xVFf, VFgyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
.
For this equality, it is important that the duality product commutes with the integral. To
verify this, note that since G :“ VFg P Lν1 the integral
ş
X
Gpyqϕy dµpyq also exists in the
Bochner sense in Hν1 . Indeed, in view of Lemma 2.14 the integrand is Bochner-measurable in
Hν1 . Bochner-integrability follows then from the estimateż
X
|Gpyq| ¨ }ϕy|H
ν
1} dµpyq ď }RF |Amν }
ż
X
|Gpyq|νpyq dµpyq “ }RF |Amν }}G|L
ν
1},
where Lemma 2.13 was used. Moreover, the value of the Bochner integral h :“
ş
X
Gpyqϕy dµpyq
equals g since for every ζ P H
xg, ζy “
ż
X
VFgpyq ¨ VFζpyq dµpyq “ xh, ζy.
Using Lemma 2.17 we can simplify the proof of [24, Lem. 3.2].
Lemma 2.18. Assume that the analyzing frame F has properties (2.10). Then the expression
}VFf |L
1{ν
8 } is an equivalent norm on pH
ν
1q
q.
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Proof. We already know from Lemma 2.15 that }VFf |L
1{ν
8 } À }f |pH
ν
1q
q}. For the estimate
from below we argue with the help of Lemma 2.17
}f |pHν1q
q} “ sup
}h|Hν
1
}“1
|xf, hypHν
1
qqˆHν
1
| “ sup
}h|Hν
1
}“1
|xVFf, VFhyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
|
ď sup
HPLν
1
,}H|Lν
1
}ď1
|xVFf,HyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
| “ }VFf |L
1{ν
8 }.
A direct consequence of this lemma is the injectivity of VF .
Corollary 2.19. The voice transform VF : pH
ν
1q
q Ñ L
1{ν
8 pXq is continuous and injective.
The injectivity of VF on pHν1q
q implies that F is total in Hν1 .
Corollary 2.20. Let N Ă X be a set of measure zero. Then tϕxuxPXzN is total in H
ν
1 .
Proof. If this is not the case, the closure C of spantϕx : x P XzNu in Hν1 is a true subspace,
and the Hahn-Banach extension theorem yields f P pHν1q
q, f ‰ 0, with xf, ζy “ 0 for all ζ P C.
Hence, VFfpxq “ 0 for a.e. x P X and therefore f “ 0 by injectivity of VF , which is true even
with respect to µ-equivalence classes in the image space. This is a contradiction.
The adjoint V ˚F : L
1{ν
8 pXq Ñ pH
ν
1q
q of the restriction VF : Hν1 Ñ L
ν
1pXq naturally extends
the adjoint of VF : H Ñ L2pXq due to the equality xF, VFζyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
“ xF, VFζyL2ˆL2 in case
ζ P Hν1 and F P L
1{ν
8 XL2, and it can also be represented by a weak integral of the form (2.1).
The relations
V ˚FVFf “ f and VFV
˚
F pF q “ RpF q (2.12)
remain valid for the extension, i.e., they hold for f P pHν1q
q and F P L1{ν8 . Indeed, Lemma 2.17
yields xV ˚FVFf, ζy “ xVFf, VFζyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
“ xf, ζy for all ζ P Hν1 . Further, we have VFV
˚
FF pxq “
xV ˚FF,ϕxy “
ş
X
F pyqxϕy, ϕxy dµpyq “ RpF qpxq for all x P X.
An easy consequence of the relations (2.12) is the important fact that the reproducing
formula extends to pHν1q
q, a result obtained differently in [24, Lemma 3.6].
Lemma 2.21. Let ν ě 1 be a weight on X and assume that the analyzing frame F satisfies
(2.10). Then VFfpxq “ RpVFfqpxq for every f P pHν1q
q and x P X. Conversely, if F P L
1{ν
8 pXq
satisfies F “ RpF q then there is a unique f P pHν1q
q such that F “ VFf .
Proof. According to (2.12) we have RpV fq “ V V ˚V f “ V f for f P pHν1q
q. For the opposite
direction assume that F P L1{ν8 satisfies F “ RpF q. Then by (2.12) the element V ˚F P pHν1q
q
has the property V V ˚F “ RpF q “ F . It is unique since V is injective on pHν1q
q.
Finally we state the correspondence between the weak*-convergence of a net pfiqiPI in pHν1q
q
and the pointwise convergence of pVFfiqiPI (compare [24, Lem. 3.6]).
Lemma 2.22. Let pfiqiPI be a net in pH
ν
1q
q.
(i) If pfiqiPI converges to some f P pH
ν
1q
q in the weak*-topology of pHν1q
q, then pVFfiqiPI
converges pointwise to VFf everywhere.
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(ii) If pVFfiqiPI converges pointwise a.e. to a function F : X Ñ C and if pfiqiPI is uniformly
bounded in pHν1q
q, then pfiqiPI converges to some f P pH
ν
1q
q in the weak*-topology with
VFf “ F a.e..
Proof. We give a proof for sequences pfnqnPN which extends straightforwardly to nets.
Part (i): The weak*-convergence implies xfn, ϕxy Ñ xf, ϕxy for nÑ8 and all x P X.
Part (ii): Let X˚ Ă X denote the subset where the sequence pVFfnqnPN converges pointwise.
The space M “ spantϕx : x P X˚u lies dense in Hν1 by Corollary 2.20. We define a conjugate-
linear functional f˜ on M by f˜phq :“ limnÑ8xfn, hy for h PM . By assumption, there is C ą 0
so that }fn|pHν1q
q} ď C, which leads to |xfn, hy| ď }fn|pHν1q
q}}h|Hν1} ď C}h|H
ν
1} for all n P N
and shows that f˜ is bounded on M with respect to } ¨ |Hν1}. Hence it can be uniquely extended
to some f P pHν1q
q. For ε ą 0 and ζ P Hν1 we choose h PM such that }h´ ζ|H
ν
1} ă ε. We get
|xfn ´ f, ζy| ď }ζ ´ h|H
ν
1} ¨ }fn ´ f |pH
ν
1q
q} ` |xfn ´ f, hy| ď εpC ` }f |pH
ν
1q
q}q ` |xfn ´ f, hy|.
Letting nÑ8 it follows lim supnÑ8 |xfn´ f, ζy| ď εpC `}f |pH
ν
1q
q}q. This holds for all ε ą 0,
hence, limnÑ8 |xfn ´ f, ζy| “ 0. This shows that fn Ñ f in the weak*-topology of pHν1q
q. As
a consequence VFfpxq “ xf, ϕxy “ limnÑ8xfn, ϕxy “ limnÑ8 VFfnpxq “ F pxq for all x P X˚.
A direct implication is the correspondence principle with respect to sums formulated below.
Corollary 2.23. If
ř
iPI fi converges unconditionally in the weak*-topology of pH
ν
1q
q then the
series
ř
iPI VFfipxq converges absolutely for all x P X. Conversely, if
ř
iPI VFfipxq converges
absolutely for a.e. x P X and if the finite partial sums of
ř
iPI fi are uniformly bounded in pH
ν
1q
q
then
ř
iPI fi converges unconditionally in the weak*-topology.
2.4 Coorbit spaces
In this central part we introduce the notion of coorbit spaces, building upon the correspondence
between elements of pHν1q
q and functions on X as established by the transform VF . The idea is
to characterize f P pHν1q
q by properties of the corresponding function VFf . For a viable theory
the analyzing frame F must fulfill certain suitability conditions with respect to Y .
Definition 2.24. Let ν ě 1 be a weight on X. We say that F has property F pν, Y q if it
satisfies condition (2.10) and if the following holds true,
(i) RF : Y Ñ Y acts continuously on Y ,
(ii) RF pY q ãÑ L
1{ν
8 pXq.
Condition (2.10) ensures that the voice transform extends to pHν1q
q. Further, conditions (i)
and (ii) imply that RFF pxq “
ş
X
RF px, yqF pyq dµpyq is well-defined for a.e. x P X if F P Y .
In addition, also due to (i) and (ii), the operator RF : Y Ñ L
1{ν
8 pXq is continuous: For F P Y
we have RpF q P L1{ν8 pXq and
}RpF q|L
1{ν
8 } À }RpF q|Y } ď }R|Y Ñ Y } ¨ }F |Y }.
In view of Definition 2.24 it makes sense to introduce the following subalgebra of Amν from
(2.8)
BY,mν “ tK : X ˆX Ñ C : K P Amν and K is bounded from Y Ñ Y u ,
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equipped with the quasi-norm }K|BY,mν} :“ maxt}K|Amν }, }K|Y Ñ Y }u.
Now we are able to give the definition of the coorbit of a rich solid QBF-space Y .
Definition 2.25. Let Y be a rich solid QBF-space on X and assume that the analyzing frame
F “ tϕxuxPX has property F pν, Y q for some weight ν : X Ñ r1,8q. The coorbit of Y with
respect to F is defined by
Copν,F , Y q :“ tf P pHν1q
q : VFf P Y u with quasi-norm }f |Copν,F , Y q} :“ }VFf |Y } .
Since the coorbit is independent of the weight ν in the definition, as proved by the lemma
below, it is omitted in the notation and we simply write CopF , Y q :“ Copν,F , Y q. Moreover, if
the analyzing frame F is fixed we may just write CopY q.
Lemma 2.26. The coorbit Copν,F , Y q does not depend on the particular weight ν chosen in the
definition in the following sense. If ν˜ ě 1 is another weight such that F has property F pν˜ , Y q
then we have Copν˜,F , Y q “ Copν,F , Y q.
Proof. If F has properties F pν, Y q and F pν˜, Y q it also has property F pω, Y q for ω “ ν` ν˜. We
show Copω, Y q “ Copν, Y q. Since ω ě ν we have the continuous dense embedding Hω1 ãÑ H
ν
1
which implies pHν1q
q
ãÑ pHω1 q
q and hence Copν, Y q Ă Copω, Y q. For the opposite inclusion let
f P Copω, Y q. Then f P pHω1 q
q and F :“ V f P Y with RpF q P L1{ν8 by property F pν, Y q.
Since F “ RpF q according to the reproducing formula on pHω1 q
q we thus have F P L1{ν8 . The
inverse reproducing formula on pHν1q
q then yields f˜ P pHν1q
q Ă pHω1 q
q with V f˜ “ F , which due
to the injectivity of V is equal to f . This shows f P pHν1q
q, and as V f P Y even f P Copν, Y q.
Finally note that the quasi-norms on Copω, Y q and Copν, Y q are equal. Analogously it follows
Copω, Y q “ Copν˜, Y q.
Remark 2.27. The claim of Lemma 2.26 has to be understood in the sense 
f |xϕx:xPXy : f P Copν˜,F , Y q
(
“
 
f |xϕx:xPXy : f P Copν,F , Y q
(
since the two spaces are not strictly speaking equal. Further, the span xϕx : x P Xy is dense in
Hν1 and H
ν˜
1 , thus the notation Copν˜,F , Y q “ Copν,F , Y q is justified.
Regarding the applicability of the theory, it is important to decide whether a given analyzing
frame F “ tϕxuxPX has property F pν, Y q. In the classical theory, where X is a group, the
frame is of the special form ϕx “ πpxqg, where π is a group representation and g P H a suitable
vector. In this case properties of F break down to properties of the analyzing vector g, and
it suffices to check admissibility of g, see [21, 22, 32]. For the continuous wavelet transform
concrete conditions can be formulated in terms of smoothness, decay and vanishing moments,
generalized in [29] to wavelets over general dilation groups. In our general setup the algebras
Amν and BY,mν embody the concept of admissibility and for the (inhomogeneous) wavelet
transform utilized in Section 4 also concrete conditions can be deduced, see e.g. [50].
Concerning the independence of CopF , Y q on the reservoir pHν1q
q we state [50, Lem. 3.7],
whose proof carries over directly.
Lemma 2.28. Assume that the analyzing frame F satisfies F pν, Y q and let S be a topological
vector space such that F Ă S ãÑ Hν1 . In case F is total in S and the reproducing formula
VFf “ RF pVFfq extends to all f P S
q (the topological anti-dual of S) then
CopF , Y q “ tf P Sq : VFf P Y u .
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We have the following result concerning the coincidence of the two spaces CopF , Y q and
CopG, Y q, where F and G are two different continuous frames.
Lemma 2.29. Assume that the frames G “ tgxuxPX and F “ tfxuxPX satisfy F pν, Y q. If the
Gramian kernels GrF ,Gs and GrG,Fs defined in (2.9) are both contained in BY,mν , we have
CopF , Y q “ CopG, Y q in the sense of equivalent quasi-norms.
Proof. This is a consequence of the relations VF “ GrF ,GsVG and VG “ GrG,FsVF . In view
of Lemma 2.14 and Lemma 2.32 we have VGfx P Lν1pXq for a.e. x P X. Further, VGf P L
1{ν
8 pXq
for f P pHν1q
q and hence with Lemma 2.17
VFfpxq “ xf, fxypHν
1
qqˆHν
1
“ xVGf, VGfxyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
“
ż
X
xf, gyyxgy, fxy dµpyq “ GrF ,GsVGfpxq.
This proves VF “ GrF ,GsVG , and by symmetry also VG “ GrG,FsVF .
It is essential for the theory that the reproducing formula carries over to CopY q, which is
an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.21.
Lemma 2.30. A function F P Y is of the form V f for some f P CopY q if and only if F “ RpF q.
The reproducing formula is the key to prove the main theorem of this section, which corre-
sponds to [24, Prop. 3.7]. We explicitly state the continuitiy of the embedding CopY q ãÑ pHν1q
q.
Theorem 2.31. (i) The space pCopY q, } ¨ |CopY q}q is a quasi-Banach space with quasi-norm
constant CY , which is continuously embedded into pH
ν
1q
q.
(ii) The map V : CopY q Ñ Y establishes an isometric isomorphism between CopY q and the
closed subspace RpY q of Y .
(iii) The map R : Y Ñ Y is a projection of Y onto RpY q “ V pCopY qq.
Proof. In general, we refer to the proof of [24, Prop. 3.7]. However, the continuity of the
embedding CopY q ãÑ pHν1q
q is not proved there. It is a consequence of the following estimate
for f P CopY q, where Lemma 2.18 is used,
}f |pHν1q
q} — }V f |L
1{ν
8 } ď }R|Y Ñ L
1{ν
8 }}V f |Y } “ }R|Y Ñ L
1{ν
8 }}f |CopY q}.
Further, the proof of [24, Prop. 3.7] implicitly relies on the validity of R ˝R “ R on Y , which
a-priori is only clear for L2pXq. Therefore, we include a proof of this relation here. Let F P Y
and choose compact subsets pKnqnPN with X “
Ť
nPNKn and Kn Ă Km for n ď m, which is
possible since X is σ-compact. Then we define the sets Un :“ tx P Kn : |F pxq| ď nu, which
are relatively compact and thus of finite measure. As a consequence, Fn :“ χUnF P L2pXq.
Moreover, Fn P Y since |Fnpxq| ď |F pxq| for every x P X. Since by assumption R : Y Ñ Y is
well-defined the assignment y ÞÑ |Rpx, yqF pyq| is integrable for a.e. x P X. As Fnpyq Ñ F pyq
pointwise, Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem thus yields for these x P X
RFnpxq “
ż
X
Rpx, yqFnpyq dµpyq Ñ
ż
X
Rpx, yqF pyq dµpyq “ RF pxq.
Next, observe that the function |Rpx, ¨q|mνpx, ¨q is integrable for a.e. x P X since R P Amν .
Further, due to RpY q ãÑ L1{ν8 pXq the following estimate holds true for a.e. x, y P X
|Rpx, yqRFnpyq| ď C|Rpx, yq|νpyq}Fn|Y } ď C|Rpx, yq|mνpx, yqνpxq}F |Y }.
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Another application of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence therefore yields for a.e. x P X
RpRFnqpxq “
ż
X
Rpx, yqRFnpyq dµpyq Ñ
ż
X
Rpx, yqRF pyq dµpyq “ RpRF qpxq.
Since Fn P L2pXq we have RFn “ RpRFnq for every n P N. Altogether, we obtain
RpRF qpxq Ð RpRFnqpxq “ RFnpxq Ñ RF pxq.
Let us finally provide some trivial examples, also given in [24, Cor. 3.8].
Lemma 2.32. If the analyzing frame F satisfies condition (2.10) for a weight ν ě 1, it has
properties F pν, L2q, F pν, L
1{ν
8 q, F pν, L
ν
1q, and it holds
pHν1q
q — CopF , L
1{ν
8 q, H
ν
1 “ CopF , L
ν
1q, H “ CopF , L2q.
Typically, the theory cannot be applied if the QBF-space Y is not embedded in Lloc1 pXq,
since then the kernel conditions concerning operations on Y can usually not be fulfilled. Let
us close this paragraph with a short discussion of how to proceed in case Y 6ãÑ Lloc1 pXq.
The case Y 6ãÑ Lloc1 pXq
The main idea is to replace Y with a suitable subspace Z, which is embedded into Lloc1 pXq and
fits into the existing theory. The basic observation behind this is that not all the information of
Y is used in the definition of the coorbit. In fact, the information about CopY q is fully contained
in the subspace RpY q, i.e., we have CopF , Y q “ CopF , RpY qq. Thus, we can painlessly pass
over to a solid subspace Z of Y and regain the same coorbit if
RpY q ãÑ Z ãÑ Y.
This observation motivates the idea to substitute Y – in case Y is not embedded into Lloc1 pXq
itself – by a suitable subspace Z of Y consisting of locally integrable functions, and then to
consider the coorbit of Z instead. In the classical group setting [48] Wiener amalgams [18,
49] were used as suitable substitutes. Since Wiener amalgams rely on the underlying group
structure, they cannot be used in our general setup however. Instead, it is possible to resort
to the closely related decomposition spaces due to Feichtinger and Gröbner [20], which can be
viewed as discrete analoga of Wiener amalgams. This approach has been worked out in [53],
where the decomposition space DpY,Uq with local component L8 and global component Y is
used. It is defined as follows.
Definition 2.33 ([53]). The decomposition space DpY,Uq associated to a rich solid QBF-space
Y on X and an admissible covering U “ tUiuiPI of X is defined by
DpY,Uq :“
!
f P Lloc8 pXq : }f |DpY,Uq} :“
›››ÿ
iPI
}f |L8pUiq}χUi |Y
››› ă 8).
Note that the sum
ř
iPI }f}L8pUiqχUi is locally finite and defines pointwise a function on X.
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The space DpY,Uq is a subspace of Y , continuously embedded, and a rich solid QBF-space
with the same quasi-norm constant CY as Y . Moreover, it is contained in Lloc1 pXq even if Y
itself is not. In fact, we have the embedding DpY,Uq ãÑ L1{ω8 pXq, where ω : X Ñ p0,8q
defined by ωpxq :“ maxi:xPUit}χUi |Y }
´1u is a locally bounded weight. For a short proof,
let K Ă X be compact and tUiuiPJ the finite subfamily of sets in U intersecting K. Then
ωpxq ď maxiPJt}χUi |Y }
´1u for all x P K.
In the spirit of [48, Def. 4.1], we may therefore pass over to CopF ,DpY,Uqq, the coorbit of
DpY,Uq. In general, one can only expect CopF ,DpY,Uqq Ă tf P pHν1q
q : VFf P Y u and not
equality. In many applications however the equality can be proved by methods not available
in the abstract setting. Moreover, the choice DpY,Uq is consistent with the theory due to the
result below, which is analogous to a result obtained for Wiener amalgams [48, Thm. 6.1].
Theorem 2.34 ([53, Thm. 8.1]). Assume that Y is a rich solid QBF-space and that the ana-
lyzing frame F has property F pν, Y q. If U is an admissible covering of X such that the kernel
M˚U “ K
˚
U rF ,Fs (defined in (2.13) below) operates continuously on Y , then the frame F has
property F pν,DpY,Uqq and it holds
CopF ,DpY,Uqq — CopF , Y q
in the sense of equivalent quasi-norms.
Remark 2.35. The condition that the kernel M˚U operates continuously on Y is fulfilled for
instance in the important case when F has property Dpδ, ν, Y q (see Definition 2.43 below).
In [53, Thm. 8.1] this theorem was formulated under the additional assumption that Y is
continuously embedded into Lloc1 pXq. However, essential for the proof is only that the frame F
has property F pν, Y q, wherefore we chose to omit this assumption here.
2.5 Discretizations
A main feature of coorbit space theory is its general abstract discretization machinery. With
a coorbit characterization of a given function space at hand, the abstract framework (Theo-
rems 2.48 and 2.50 below) provides atomic decompositions of this space, i.e., a representation
of functions using “only” a countable number of atoms as building blocks.
Moreover, the function space can be characterized via an equivalent quasi-norm on an
associated sequence space.
The transition to sequence spaces bears many advantages, since those usually have a simpler,
more accessible structure than the original spaces. For example, the investigation of embedding
relations becomes much simpler by performing them on the associated sequence spaces. In
addition, atomic decompositions naturally lend themselves to real world representations of the
considered functions: By truncation one obtains approximate expansions consisting only of a
finite number of atoms.
Our discretization results, Theorem 2.48 and Theorem 2.50, transfer the results from [50],
namely Theorem 3.11 and Theorem 3.14, to the general quasi-Banach setting. Applying a
different strategy for their proofs, however, we are able to strengthen these results significantly
even in the Banach space setting.
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Preliminaries
Let us introduce the kernel functions KU rG,Fs and K˚U rG,Fs, which are related by involution
and play a prominent role in the discretization theory. For a family G “ tψxuxPX and an
admissible covering U “ tUiuiPI they are defined by
KU rG,Fspx, yq :“ sup
zPQy
|xϕx, ψzy| and K
˚
U rG,Fspx, yq :“ KU rG,Fspy, xq (2.13)
where x, y P X and Qy :“
Ť
i : yPUi
Ui for y P X. Their mapping properties are essential for two
central results, namely Lemmas 2.36 and 2.40, which together with Lemma 2.47 provide the
technical foundation for the proofs of Theorem 2.48 and Theorem 2.50.
We will subsequently use the symbol 9 ¨ 9 for the operator quasi-norm } ¨ |Y Ñ Y } on Y .
Lemma 2.36. Let Y be a rich solid QBF-space on X and let the analyzing frame F “ tϕxuxPX
possess property F pν, Y q. Further, let G “ tψxuxPX Ă H
ν
1 be a family and U “ tUiuiPI an
admissible covering such that K˚U :“ K
˚
U rG,Fs defines a bounded operator on Y . Then for
f P CopF , Y q the function
ř
iPI supzPUi |VGfpzq|χUi belongs to Y with the estimate›››ÿ
iPI
sup
zPUi
|VGfpzq|χUi
ˇˇˇ
Y
››› ď σpUq 9K˚U 9 }f |CopF , Y q} .
Note that the sum
ř
iPI supzPUi |VGfpzq|χUi is locally finite and defined pointwise.
Proof. Using VGf “ GrG,FsVF f we can estimate for f P CopF , Y q and all x P X
sup
zPQx
|VGfpzq| “ sup
zPQx
|GrG,FsVF fpzq| ď sup
zPQx
ż
|GrG,Fspz, yq||VF fpyq| dµpyq
ď
ż
sup
zPQx
|GrG,Fspz, yq||VF fpyq| dµpyq
“
ż
K˚U rG,Fspx, yq|VF fpyq| dµpyq “ K
˚
U rG,Fsp|VF f |qpxq.
For functions F : X Ñ C we further have the estimate
sup
zPQx
|F pzq| ď
ÿ
iPI
sup
zPUi
|F pzq|χUipxq ď σpUq sup
zPQx
|F pzq|, (2.14)
where σpUq is the intersection number of U . Choosing F “ VGf in (2.14), we can conclude›››ÿ
iPI
sup
zPUi
|VGfpzq|χUi
ˇˇˇ
Y
››› ď σpUq 9 K˚U 9 }VFf |Y } “ σpUq 9K˚U 9 }f |CopF , Y q}.
We can immediately deduce an important result, which corresponds to [50, Lemma 3.12],
concerning the sampling of VGf .
Corollary 2.37. With the same assumptions as in the previous lemma let txiuiPI be a family
of points such that xi P Ui. Then tVGfpxiquiPI P Y
5pUq and it holds
}tVGfpxiquiPI |Y
5} “
›››ÿ
iPI
|VGfpxiq|χUi
ˇˇˇ
Y
››› ď σpUq 9K˚U 9 }f |CopF , Y q}.
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Let us turn to the synthesis side. Here the following lemma is a key result, which gener-
alizes [24, Lem. 5.10] and whose short direct proof is new and avoids technical difficulties. In
particular, it does not rely on [24, Lem. 5.4].
Lemma 2.38. Let Y be a rich solid QBF-space on X and let the analyzing frame F “ tϕxuxPX
possess property F pν, Y q. Further, let G “ tψxuxPX be a family in H and U “ tUiuiPI an
admissible covering such that KU :“ KU rG,Fs defines a bounded operator on Y . Then for
tλiuiPI P Y
6pUq and for points xi P Ui the series
ř
iPI λiVFψxipxq converges absolutely for a.e.
x P X defining a function in Y with›››ÿ
iPI
λiVFψxi
ˇˇˇ
Y
››› ď 9KU 9 }tλiuiPI |Y 6}.
If the finite sequences are dense in Y 6pUq the series also converges unconditionally in the quasi-
norm of Y .
Proof. We have for every x P X the estimateÿ
iPI
|λi||VFψxipxq| ď
ÿ
iPI
µpUiq
´1|λi|
ż
X
χUipyqKU px, yq dµpyq
“
ż
X
ÿ
iPI
µpUiq
´1|λi|χUipyqKU px, yq dµpyq “ KU
˜ÿ
iPI
µpUiq
´1|λi|χUi
¸
pxq,
where summation and integration can be interchanged due to monotone convergence. Since
tλiuiPI P Y
6 the sum
ř
iPI µpUiq
´1|λi|χUi defines pointwise a function in Y . By assumption
KU operates continuously on Y and hence also KU
`ř
iPI µpUiq
´1|λi|χUi
˘
P Y , which impliesˇˇ
KU
`ř
iPI µpUiq
´1|λi|χUi
˘
pxq
ˇˇ
ă 8 for a.e. x P X. It follows that
ř
iPI λiVFψxipxq converges
absolutely at these points. As a consequence of the solidity of Y and the pointwise estimate
ˇˇˇÿ
iPI
λiVFψxi
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
iPI
|λi||VFψxi | ď KU
˜ÿ
iPI
µpUiq
´1|λi|χUi
¸
P Y, (2.15)
the measurable functions
ř
iPI λiVFψxi and
ř
iPI |λi||VFψxi | belong to Y with›››ÿ
iPI
λiVFψxi
ˇˇˇ
Y
››› ď ›››ÿ
iPI
|λi||VFψxi |
ˇˇˇ
Y
››› ď 9KU 9 }tλiuiPI |Y 6}. (2.16)
It remains to show that
ř
iPI λiVFψxi converges unconditionally in Y to its pointwise limit, if
the finite sequences are dense in Y 6pUq. For this we fix an arbitrary bijection σ : N Ñ I and
obtain as in (2.16) ››› 8ÿ
m“n`1
λσpmqVFψxσpmq
ˇˇˇ
Y
››› ď 9KU 9 }Λ´ Λσn|Y 6}, (2.17)
where the sequence Λσn is given as in Lemma 2.11. According to this lemma the right-hand side
of (2.17) tends to zero for nÑ 8, which finishes the proof.
Corollary 2.39. With the assumptions of the previous lemma G “ tψxuxPX Ă CopF , Y q.
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Proof. For every x P X there is an index i0 P I such that x P Ui0 . Set xi0 :“ x and choose
arbitrary points xi P Ui for i P Izti0u. Let δi0 denote the sequence, which has entry 1 at
position i0 and is zero elsewhere. Since Y is assumed to be rich δi0 P Y 6 and by the previous
lemma VFψx “
ř
iPI δ
i0
i VFψxi P Y , whence ψx P CopF , Y q.
The correspondence principle allows to cast Lemma 2.38 in a different form, which corre-
sponds to [50, Lem. 3.11]. However, due to the different deduction the technical assumption
Y 6 ãÑ pL
1{ν
8 q
6 is not required any more.
Lemma 2.40. With the same assumptions as in Lemma 2.38 the series
ř
iPI λiψxi converges
unconditionally in the weak*-topology of pHν1q
q to an element f P CopF , Y q with
VFf “ VF
´ÿ
iPI
λiψxi
¯
“
ÿ
iPI
λiVFψxi
and the estimate }f |CopF , Y q} “
›››ÿ
iPI
λiψxi
ˇˇˇ
CopF , Y q
››› ď 9KU 9 }tλiuiPI |Y 6}.
Moreover, if the finite sequences are dense in Y 6pUq the series also converges unconditionally
in the quasi-norm of CopF , Y q.
Proof. If the subset J Ă I is finite we have VF
´ř
iPJ λiψxi
¯
pxq “
ř
iPJ λiVFψxipxq for
all x P X. Moreover, we have proved in Lemma 2.38 that
ř
iPI λiVFψxi converges pointwise
absolutely a.e. to a function in Y . In order to apply the correspondence principle, Corollary 2.23,
it remains to verify that the sums
ř
iPJ λiψxi for finite subsets J Ă I are uniformly bounded in
pHν1q
q. With the continuous embedding CopY q ãÑ pHν1q
q from Theorem 2.31 we can conclude›››ÿ
iPJ
λiψxi
ˇˇˇ
pHν1q
q
››› À ›››ÿ
iPJ
λiψxi
ˇˇˇ
CopY q
››› “ ›››ÿ
iPJ
λiVFψxi
ˇˇˇ
Y
››› ď ›››ÿ
iPI
|λi||VFψxi |
ˇˇˇ
Y
›››
for every finite subset J Ă I, where we used that ψxi P CopY q for all i P I by Corollary 2.39.
We have shown in the proof of Lemma 2.38 that
ř
iPI |λi||VFψxi | is a function in Y . Hence
the sums are uniformly bounded in pHν1q
q and Corollary 2.23 implies the unconditional weak*-
convergence of
ř
iPI λiψxi to an element f P pH
ν
1q
q. Moreover, f P CopY q because Corollary 2.23
together with the previous lemma asserts that VFf “
ř
iPI λiVFψxi P Y .
It remains to show that
ř
iPI λiψxi converges unconditionally in CopF , Y q, if the finite
sequences are dense in Y 6. For a subset I˜ Ă I let Λ˜ denote the sequence which coincides
with Λ on I˜ and is trivial elsewhere. By solidity Λ˜ P Y 6 and – applying what we have proved
so far – the sum
ř
iPI˜ λiψxi converges in the weak*-topology to an element of CopY q and
VF
´ř
iPI˜ λiψxi
¯
“
ř
iPI˜ λiVFψxi . In view of (2.17) we conclude››› 8ÿ
m“n`1
λσpmqψxσpmq
ˇˇˇ
CopY q
››› “ ››› 8ÿ
m“n`1
λσpmqVFψxσpmq
ˇˇˇ
Y
›››Ñ 0 pnÑ8q,
for an arbitrary bijection σ : NÑ I, which finishes the proof.
Atomic decompositions
Our first goal is to obtain atomic decompositions of the coorbit CopY q. Since CopY q is isomet-
rically isomorphic to the function space RpY q we initially focus on this space and recall from
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Theorem 2.31 that for functions F P RpY q the reproducing formula holds, i.e.
F “ RpF q “
ż
X
F pyqRp¨, yq dµpyq, F P RpY q.
This identity can be interpreted as a “continuous atomic decomposition” of F with atoms Rp¨, yq
indexed by y P X. The strategy is to discretize the integral, an approach which originates from
Feichtinger and Gröchenig [22] and was also used in subsequent papers e.g. in [24, 50]. To
this end let U “ tUiuiPI be an admissible covering of X and let Φ “ tΦiuiPI be a U -PU, i.e. a
partition of unity subordinate to the covering U consisting of measurable functions Φi which
satisfy
(i) 0 ď Φipxq ď 1 for all x P X and all i P I,
(ii) suppΦi Ă Ui for all i P I,
(iii)
ř
iPI Φipxq “ 1 for all x P X.
We note that the construction of such a family Φ with respect to a locally finite covering is
standard, see e.g. [23, p. 127]. Using Φ the integral operator R can be written in the form
RpF qpxq “
ÿ
iPI
ż
X
ΦipyqF pyqRpx, yq dµpyq.
A formal discretization yields a discrete integral operator UΦ, called the discretization operator,
UΦF pxq :“
ÿ
iPI
ciF pxiqRpx, xiq, (2.18)
where ci :“
ş
X
Φipyq dµpyq and the points txiuiPI are chosen such that xi P Ui. Here we
must give meaning to the point evaluations F pxiq since in general F P Y only determines
an equivalence class of functions where point evaluations are not well-defined. However, the
operator UΦ is only applied to elements F P RpY q and pointwise evaluation can be understood
in the sense
F pxiq “ pRF qpxiq “
ż
X
Rpxi, yqF pyq dµpyq .
Intuitively, UΦF approximates RpF q because the discretization resembles a Riemannian
sum of the integral. Hence we can hope to obtain an atomic decomposition from the relation
F “ RpF q « UΦF “
ÿ
iPI
ciF pxiqRp¨, xiq.
So far our considerations were just formal. To make the argument precise we have to impose
conditions on F so that UΦ is a well-defined operator. It turns out that here mapping prop-
erties of the kernels MU :“ KU rF ,Fs and M˚U :“ K
˚
U rF ,Fs come into play. Recalling the
definition (2.13) of KU , K˚U we have for x, y P X
MU px, yq “ sup
zPQy
|xϕx, ϕzy| and M
˚
U px, yq “MU py, xq (2.19)
with Qy “
Ť
i : yPUi
Ui for the covering U “ tUiuiPI .
The lemma below provides definition (2.18) with a solid foundation.
Lemma 2.41. If MU and M
˚
U given in (2.19) are bounded operators on Y the discretization
operator defined in (2.18) is a well-defined continuous operator UΦ : RpY q Ñ RpY q with op-
erator quasi-norm }UΦ|RpY q Ñ RpY q} ď σpUq 9 MU 9 9M
˚
U9. In general, the convergence
of the sum in (2.18) is pointwise absolutely a.e.. If the finite sequences are dense in Y 6 the
convergence is also in the quasi-norm of Y .
Proof. For F P RpY q Lemma 2.30 gives an element f P CopY q such that F pxq “ V fpxq for
all x P X. Thus, using Corollary 2.37 with G “ F , we can conclude tF pxiquiPI P Y 5 with
}tF pxiquiPI |Y
5} ď σpUq 9 M˚U 9 }F |Y }. Since λi ÞÑ µpUiqλi is an isometry from Y
5 to Y 6
and since 0 ď ci ď µpUiq for all i P I it follows tciF pxiquiPI P Y 6pUq and }tciF pxiquiPI |Y 6} ď
}tF pxiquiPI |Y
5}. Therefore by Lemma 2.40 the sum
ř
iPI ciF pxiqϕxi converges in the weak*-
topology to an element in CopY q and UΦF “ V
`ř
iPI ciF pxiqϕxi
˘
. As a consequence UΦF P
RpY q and again with Lemma 2.40
}UΦF |Y } “ }
ÿ
iPI
ciF pxiqϕxi |CopY q}
ď 9MU 9 }tF pxiquiPI |Y
5} ď σpUq 9MU 9 9M
˚
U 9 }F |Y }.
The operator UΦ is self-adjoint in a certain sense.
Lemma 2.42. Let U “ tUiuiPI be an admissible covering and assume that the associated
maximal kernels MU and M
˚
U of the analyzing frame F belong to Amν . Then UΦ is a well-
defined operator on RpL
1{ν
8 q and RpL
ν
1q and for every F P RpL
1{ν
8 q and G P RpL
ν
1q it holds
xUΦF,GyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
“ xF,UΦGyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
. (2.20)
Proof. For F P RpL1{ν8 q we have F pxq “ xF,Rp¨, xqyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
and – by arguments in the proof
of Lemma 2.41 for Y “ L1{ν8 – tciF pxiquiPI P pL
1{ν
8 q
6. Therefore,
ř
iPI ci|F pxiq||Rp¨, xiq| P L
1{ν
8
by Lemma 2.38 and (2.15). Analogous statements hold for G P RpLν1q. We conclude
xUΦF,GyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
“
ÿ
iPI
ciF pxiqxRp¨, xiq, GyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
“
ÿ
iPI
ciF pxiqGpxiq
“
ÿ
iPI
ciGpxiqxF,Rp¨, xiqyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
“ xF,UΦGyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
,
where Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem was used.
Our next aim is to find suitable conditions on Φ and U such that the discretization operator
UΦ is invertible. The possible expansion
F “ UΦU
´1
Φ F “
ÿ
iPI
cipU
´1
Φ F qpxiqRp¨, xiq
then yields an atomic decomposition for F P RpY q. Intuitively, for the invertibility of UΦ
the functions F P RpY q must be sufficiently “smooth”, so that a discrete sampling is possible
without loss of information. Since RpY q is the isomorphic image of CopY q under the voice
transform, we have to ensure that the transforms VFf of elements f P CopY q are smooth
enough. An appropriate tool for the control of the smoothness are the oscillation kernels, a
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concept originally due to Feichtinger and Gröchenig. We use the extended definition from [25],
utilizing a phase function Γ : X ˆX Ñ S1 where S1 “ tz P C : |z| “ 1u, namely
oscU ,Γpx, yq :“ sup
zPQy
|RF px, yq ´ Γpy, zqRF px, zq| and osc
˚
U ,Γpx, yq :“ oscU ,Γpy, xq
with x, y P X and Qy as in (2.13). The choice Γ ” 1 yields the kernels used in [24, 50].
We can now formulate a condition on F which ensures invertibility of UΦ, but which is
weaker than the assumptions made in [24, 50] since we allow a larger class of coverings and
weights.
Definition 2.43. We say a tight continuous frame F “ tϕxuxPX Ă H possesses property
Dpδ, ν, Y q for a weight ν ě 1 and some δ ą 0 if it has property F pν, Y q and if there exists an
admissible covering U and a phase function Γ : X ˆX Ñ S1 so that
(i) |RF |, oscU ,Γ, osc
˚
U ,Γ P BY,mν .
(ii) }oscU ,Γ|BY,mν } ă δ and }osc
˚
U ,Γ|BY,mν } ă δ.
Remark 2.44. A frame F with property Dpδ, ν, Y q for a covering U and a phase function Γ
automatically possesses properties Dpδ, ν, L
1{ν
8 q and Dpδ, ν, L
ν
1q for the same covering U and the
same phase function Γ.
Proof. Every K P Amν operates continuously on L
1{ν
8 and Lν1 with }K|L
1{ν
8 Ñ L
1{ν
8 } ď
}K|Amν} and }K|L
ν
1 Ñ L
ν
1} ď }K|Amν}. Moreover, for Y “ L
1{ν
8 or Y “ Lν1 it holds RpY q ãÑ
L
1{ν
8 and the algebras BY,mν and Amν coincide with equal norms.
Note that for a measurable kernel function K : X ˆX Ñ C the equality 9K9 “ 9 |K|9
does not hold in general. However, we have the following result.
Lemma 2.45. Let K,L : X ˆ X Ñ C be two measurable kernels and assume that |K| acts
continuously on Y . Then, if |Lpx, yq| ď |Kpx, yq| for almost all x, y P X, also L acts contin-
uously on Y with the estimate 9L9 ď 9 |K|9. In particular, K acts continuously on Y with
9K9 ď 9 |K|9.
Let us record an important consequence of the previous lemma.
Corollary 2.46. If the frame F has property Dpδ, ν, Y q the kernels RF , |RF |, oscU ,Γ, osc
˚
U ,Γ,
MU , and M
˚
U are continuous operators on Y .
Proof. For all x, y P X we have |RF px, yq| ďMU px, yq as well as the estimates
MU px, yq ď oscU ,Γpx, yq ` |RF px, yq| and oscU ,Γpx, yq ďMU px, yq ` |RF px, yq|.
The corresponding estimates for the involuted kernels also hold true. Hence Lemma 2.45 yields
the result.
The following lemma shows that UΦF approximates F P RpY q if the analyzing frame
possesses property Dpδ, ν, Y q for a suitably small δ ą 0. It corresponds to [24, Thm. 5.13] and
the proof is still valid in our setting – with the triangle inequality replaced by the corresponding
quasi-triangle inequality.
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Lemma 2.47. Suppose that the analyzing frame F possesses property Dpδ, ν, Y q for some δ ą 0
with associated covering U “ tUiuiPI and phase function Γ. Then the discretization operator
UΦ for some U-PU Φ is a well-defined bounded operator UΦ : RpY q Ñ RpY q and it holds
}Id´ UΦ | RpY q Ñ RpY q} ď δp9R 9` 9 M
˚
U9qCY . (2.21)
Proof. For F P RpY q there is f P CopY q with F “ V f . By adapting the proof of Lemma 2.36,
it can be shown that rH :“ řiPI supzPUi |V fpzq|Φi P Y with } rH|Y } ď 9M˚U 9 }f |CopF , Y q}.
The intersection number σpUq does not come into play here, since the inequality (2.14) can be
improved when using Φi instead of χUi . A solidity argument yields H :“
ř
iPI |F pxiq|Φi P Y
and also
ř
iPI F pxiqΓp¨, xiqΦi P Y with respective quasi-norms dominated by } rH|Y }.
Let us introduce the auxiliary operator SΦ : RpY q Ñ RpY q, given pointwise for x P X by
SΦF pxq :“ R
ˆÿ
iPI
F pxiqΓp¨, xiqΦi
˙
pxq.
Since F “ RpF q we can estimate
}F ´ SΦF |Y } “
›››R´F ´ÿ
iPI
F pxiqΓp¨, xiqΦi
¯ˇˇˇ
Y
››› ď 9R 9 ›››F ´ÿ
iPI
F pxiqΓp¨, xiqΦi
ˇˇˇ
Y
›››.
We further obtain for every x P X, because F pxq “ RpF qpxq even pointwise,ˇˇˇ
F pxq ´
ÿ
iPI
F pxiqΓpx, xiqΦipxq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇÿ
iPI
`
RpF qpxq ´ Γpx, xiqRpF qpxiq
˘
Φipxq
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
iPI
Φipxq
ż
X
|Rpy, xq ´ Γpx, xiqRpy, xiq||F pyq| dµpyq ď osc
˚
U ,Γp|F |qpxq.
We arrive at }F ´ SΦF |Y } ď 9R 9 }osc˚U ,Γp|F |q|Y } ď 9R 9 9osc
˚
U ,Γ 9 }F |Y } ď δ 9R 9 }F |Y }.
Let us now estimate the difference of UΦ and SΦ. First we see that for x P X
SΦF pxq “
ż
X
Rpx, yq
ÿ
iPI
F pxiqΓpy, xiqΦipyq dµpyq “
ÿ
iPI
ż
X
Rpx, yqF pxiqΓpy, xiqΦipyq dµpyq.
Here we used Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, which we use again to obtain
|UΦF pxq ´ SΦF pxq| “
ˇˇˇÿ
iPI
ż
X
ΦipyqF pxiqpRpx, xiq ´ Γpy, xiqRpx, yqq dµpyq
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
iPI
ż
X
|F pxiq|ΦipyqoscU ,Γpx, yq dµpyq “
ż
X
ÿ
iPI
|F pxiq|ΦipyqoscU ,Γpx, yq dµpyq “ oscU ,ΓpHqpxq,
where H “
ř
iPI |F pxiq|Φi as above. We conclude
}UΦF ´ SΦF |Y } ď }oscU ,ΓpHq|Y } ď 9oscU ,Γ 9 }H|Y } ď δ 9 M
˚
U 9 }F |Y }.
Hence, altogether we have proved
}F ´ UΦF |Y } ď CY p}F ´ SΦF |Y } ` }SΦF ´ UΦF |Y }q ď δCY }F |Y }p9M
˚
U 9` 9R9q.
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If the righthand side of (2.21) is less than one, UΦ : RpY q Ñ RpY q is boundedly invertible
with the Neumann expansion U´1Φ “
ř8
n“0pId´ UΦq
n, which is still valid in the quasi-Banach
setting.
Finally, we are able to prove a cornerstone of the discretization theory, which generalizes
[24, Thm. 5.7] and [50, Thm. 3.11]. Note that the characterization via the sequence spaces is
a new result even in the Banach case and that we can drop many technical restrictions.
Theorem 2.48. Let Y be a rich solid QBF-space with quasi-norm constant CY and suppose that
the analyzing frame F “ tϕxuxPX possesses property Dpδ, ν, Y q for the covering U “ tUiuiPI
and a small enough δ ą 0 such that
δ
`
p1` CY q
››|RF |ˇˇBY,mν››` δCY ˘CY ď 1. (2.22)
Choosing arbitrary points xi P Ui, the sampled frame Fd :“ tϕiuiPI :“ tϕxiuiPI then possesses
a “dual family” xFd “ tψiuiPI Ă Hν1 X CopY q such that the following holds true:
(i) (Analysis) An element f P pHν1q
q belongs to CopY q if and only if txf, ϕiyuiPI P Y
5pUq (or
txf, ψiyuiPI P Y
6pUq) and we have the quasi-norm equivalences
}f |CopY q} — }txf, ϕiyuiPI |Y
5pUq} and }f |CopY q} — }txf, ψiyuiPI |Y
6pUq}.
(ii) (Synthesis) For every sequence tλiuiPI P Y
6pUq it holds f “
ř
iPI λiϕi P CopY q with
}f |CopY q} À }tλiuiPI |Y
6pUq}. In general, the convergence of the sum is in the weak*-
topology induced by pHν1q
q. It is unconditional in the quasi-norm of CopY q, if the fi-
nite sequences are dense in Y 6. Similarly, f “
ř
iPI λiψi P CopY q with }f |CopY q} À
}tλiuiPI |Y
5pUq} in case tλiuiPI P Y
5pUq.
(iii) (Reconstruction) For all f P CopY q we have f “
ř
iPIxf, ψiyϕi and f “
ř
iPIxf, ϕiyψi.
Proof. According to Remark 2.44 the frame F has properties Dpδ, ν, Lν1q and Dpδ, ν, L
1{ν
8 q with
respect to the covering U , and by Lemma 2.32 it holds pHν1q
q — CopL
1{ν
8 q and Hν1 “ CopL
ν
1q. In
view of Theorem 2.31 the voice transform V : pHν1q
q Ñ RpL
1{ν
8 q is thus a boundedly invertible
operator with isometric restrictions V : CopY q Ñ RpY q and V : Hν1 Ñ RpL
ν
1q.
Let us fix a U -PU Φ “ tΦiuiPI and put ci :“
ş
X
Φipyq dµpyq. According to Lemma 2.42
the corresponding discretization operator UΦ is well-defined and bounded on RpL
1{ν
8 q. Con-
dition (2.22) on δ further implies that UΦ : RpL
1{ν
8 q Ñ RpL
1{ν
8 q is boundedly invertible as a
consequence of Lemma 2.47. Indeed, using the estimates 9M˚U9 ď CY p9|RF | 9 ` 9 osc
˚
U ,Γ9q
and 9RF9 ď 9|RF |9 together with the assumption 9osc˚U ,Γ9 ă δ we can deduce
δp9RF 9` 9M
˚
U9qCY ď δpp1 `CY q 9 |RF | 9`CY 9 osc
˚
U ,Γ9qCY
ă δpp1 `CY q}|RF ||BY,mν} `CY δqCY ď 1.
Analogously, it follows that UΦ : RpLν1q Ñ RpL
ν
1q and UΦ : RpY q Ñ RpY q are boundedly
invertible.
For the proof it is useful to note that the operator T :“ V ´1U´1Φ V : pH
ν
1q
q Ñ pHν1q
q is a
boundedly invertible isomorphism, whose restrictions T : Hν1 Ñ H
ν
1 and T : CopY q Ñ CopY q
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are also boundedly invertible. Moreover, T is “self-adjoint”. For this observe that relation (2.20)
also holds for the inverse U´1Φ “
ř8
n“0pId´ UΦq
n. Consequently, for f P pHν1q
q and ζ P Hν1
xf, T ζy “ xf, V ´1U´1Φ V ζy “ xV f,U
´1
Φ V ζyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
“ xU´1Φ V f, V ζyL1{ν8 ˆLν1
“ xTf, ζy.
It follows further that T is sequentially continuous with respect to the weak*-topology of pHν1q
q.
To see this let fn Ñ f in the weak*-topology. Then xTfn, ζy “ xfn, T ζy Ñ xf, T ζy “ xTf, ζy for
every ζ P Hν1 . By Lemma 2.39, Corollary 2.46 and Lemma 2.32 the atoms ϕxi lie in H
ν
1XCopY q.
Since T respects these subspaces we can define
ψi :“ ciTϕi P H
ν
1 X CopY q
and claim that xFd “ tψiuiPI is the desired “dual” of Fd “ tϕiuiPI .
After these preliminary considerations we now turn to the proof of the assertions.
Step 1. If f P CopY q then txf, ϕiyuiPI “ tV fpxiquiPI P Y 5 and }txf, ϕiyuiPI |Y 5} À }f |CopY q}
by Corollary 2.37. Furthermore, it holds Tf P CopY q and Corollary 2.37 yields txf, ψiyuiPI “
tcixTf, ϕiyuiPI P Y
6 with the estimate }txf, ψiyuiPI |Y 6} ď }txTf, ϕiyuiPI |Y 5} À }Tf |CopY q} À
}f |CopY q}.
Step 2. If tλiuiPI P Y 6 then by Lemma 2.40 the sum
ř
iPI λiϕi converges in the weak*-topology
to an element in CopY q with estimate }
ř
iPI λiϕi|CopY q} À }tλiuiPI |Y
6}. If the finite sequences
are dense in Y 5 (or equivalently Y 6) the convergence is even in the quasi-norm of CopY q.
A similar statement holds for the dual family tψiuiPI . Indeed, for tλiuiPI P Y 5 we have
tciλiuiPI P Y
6 and hence
ř
iPI ciλiϕi converges in the weak*-topology to an element in CopY q.
Since T is sequentially continuous it follows that
ÿ
iPI
λiψi “
ÿ
iPI
ciλiTϕi “ T
˜ÿ
iPI
ciλiϕi
¸
P CopY q
with weak*-convergence in the sums. The operator T is also continuous on CopY q, proving the
quasi-norm convergence if the finite sequences are dense. Moreover, we have the estimate›››ÿ
iPI
λiψi
ˇˇˇ
CopY q
››› À ›››ÿ
iPI
ciλiϕi
ˇˇˇ
CopY q
››› À }tciλiuiPI |Y 6} ď }tλiuiPI |Y 5}.
Step 3. In this step we prove the expansions in (iii). For f P pHν1q
q we have the identity
V f “ UΦ
`
U´1Φ V f
˘
“
ÿ
iPI
ci
`
U´1Φ V f
˘
pxiqRp¨, xiq “
ÿ
iPI
xf, ψiyV ϕi
with pointwise absolute convergence a.e. in the sums. Since pHν1q
q — CopL
1{ν
8 q the coefficients
txf, ψiyuiPI belong to pL
1{ν
8 q
6 according to Step 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.40 it holds V f “
V p
ř
iPIxf, ψiyϕiq with weak*-convergence of the sum. The injectivity of V finally yields
f “
ÿ
iPI
xf, ψiyϕi. (2.23)
Using the sequential continuity of T with respect to the weak*-topology we can further deduce
f “ TT´1f “
ÿ
iPI
xT´1f, ψiyTϕi “
ÿ
iPI
xT´1f, ciTϕiyTϕi “
ÿ
iPI
xf, ϕiyψi. (2.24)
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In particular, these expansions are valid for f P CopY q with coefficients txf, ψiyuiPI P Y 6 and
txf, ϕiyuiPI P Y
5 by Step 1.
Step 4. If f P pHν1q
q and either txf, ϕiyuiPI P Y 5 or txf, ψiyuiPI P Y 6 we can conclude from the
expansions (2.23) and (2.24) together with Step 2 that f P CopY q. Moreover, }txf, ψiyuiPI |Y 6}
and }txf, ϕiyuiPI |Y 5} are equivalent quasi-norms on CopY q because using Steps 1 and 2
}f |CopY q} “
›››ÿ
iPI
xf, ψiyϕi
ˇˇˇ
CopY q
››› À }txf, ψiyuiPI |Y 6} À }f |CopY q}
and }f |CopY q} “
›››ÿ
iPI
xf, ϕiyψi
ˇˇˇ
CopY q
››› À }txf, ϕiyuiPI |Y 5} À }f |CopY q}.
Remark 2.49. Properties (i)-(iii) in particular show that the discrete families Fd and xFd
both constitute atomic decompositions for CopY q, as well as quasi-Banach frames, compare e.g.
[50, 48].
Frame expansion
Now we come to another main discretization result, which allows to discretize the coorbit space
CopY q “ CopF , Y q by samples of a frame G “ tψxuxPX different from the analyzing frame F .
It is a generalization of [50, Thm. 3.14], whose original proof carries over to the quasi-Banach
setting based on Corollary 2.37 and Lemma 2.40. In contrast to Theorem 2.48, here we require
the additional property of the covering U “ tUiuiPI that for some constant D ą 0
µpUiq ě D for all i P I. (2.25)
Theorem 2.50. Let Y be a rich solid QBF-space on X and assume that the analyzing frame
F “ tϕxuxPX has property F pν, Y q. For r P t1, . . . , nu let Gr “ tψ
r
xuxPX and G˜r “ tψ˜
r
xuxPX be
families in H, and suppose that for some admissible covering U “ tUiuiPI with the additional
property (2.25) the kernels Kr :“ KU rGr,Fs and K˜˚r :“ K
˚
U rG˜r,Fs belong to BY,mν . Then, if
every f P H has an expansion
f “
nÿ
r“1
ÿ
iPI
xf, ψ˜rxiyψ
r
xi
(2.26)
with fixed points xi P Ui, this expansion extends to all f P CopY q “ CopF , Y q. Furthermore,
f P pH1ν q
q belongs to CopY q if and only if txf, ψ˜rxiyuiPI P Y
6pUq for each r P t1, . . . , nu, and
in this case we have }f |CopY q} —
řn
r“1
›››txf, ψ˜rxiyuiPI |Y 6pUq››› . The convergence in (2.26) is
in the quasi-norm of CopY q if the finite sequences are dense in Y 6pUq. In general, we have
weak*-convergence induced by pHν1q
q.
Observe that the technical assumption Y 6 ãÑ pL1{v8 q6 made in [50, Thm. 3.14] is not nec-
essary. In view of Lemma 2.13 it is further not necessary to require Gr, G˜r Ă Hν1 . In fact,
Kr, K˜
˚
r P Amν is a stronger condition than GrGr,Fs, G
˚rG˜r,Fs P Amν and implies Gr, G˜r Ă H
ν
1 .
3 Variable exponent spaces
In the remainder we give a demonstration of the theory. As an example we will show that
variable exponent spaces, which have caught some attention recently, fall into the framework
of coorbit theory and can be handled conveniently within the theory.
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3.1 Spaces of variable integrability
The spaces of variable integrability Lpp¨qpR
dq were first introduced by Orlicz [46] in 1931 as
a generalization of the Lebesgue spaces LppRdq. Before defining them let us introduce some
standard notation from [41]. For a measurable function p : Rd Ñ p0,8s and a set Ω Ă Rd
we define the quantities p´Ω “ ess inf
xPΩ
ppxq and p`Ω “ ess sup
xPΩ
ppxq. Furthermore, we abbreviate
p´ “ p´
R
d and p` “ p
`
R
d and say that pp¨q belongs to the class of admissible exponents PpRdq if
p´ ą 0. Having an admissible exponent p P PpRdq we define the set Rd8 “ tx P Rd : ppxq “ 8u
and for every measurable function f : Rd Ñ C the modular
̺pp¨qpfq “
ż
R
d
zR
d
8
|fpxq|ppxqdx` ess sup
xPR
d
8
|fpxq| .
Definition 3.1. The space Lpp¨qpR
dq is the collection of all functions f such that there exists a
λ ą 0 with ̺pp¨qpλfq ă 8. It is equipped with the Luxemburg quasi-norm›››f |Lpp¨qpRdq››› “ inf "λ ą 0 : ̺pp¨qˆf
λ
˙
ă 1
*
.
The spaces Lpp¨qpR
dq share many properties with the constant exponent spaces LppRdq. Let
us mention a few; the proofs can be found in [41] and in [16]:
• If ppxq “ p then Lpp¨qpR
dq “ LppR
dq,
• if |fpxq| ě |gpxq| for a.e. x P Rd then ̺pp¨qpfq ě ̺pp¨qpgq and
››f |Lpp¨qpRdq›› ě ››g|Lpp¨qpRdq››,
• ̺pp¨qpfq “ 0 if and only if f “ 0,
• for pp¨q ě 1 Hölder’s inequality holds [41, Theorem 2.1]ż
R
d
|fpxqgpxq|dx ď 4
›››f |Lpp¨qpRdq››› ›››g|Lp1p¨qpRdq››› ,
where 1{pp¨q ` 1{p1p¨q “ 1 pointwise.
There are also some properties of the usual constant exponent spaces which the Lpp¨qpR
dq
spaces do not share. For example in general the Lpp¨qpR
dq spaces are not translation invariant,
i.e. f P Lpp¨qpR
dq does not automatically imply that fp¨`hq belongs to Lpp¨qpR
dq for h P Rd. As
a consequence also Young’s convolution inequality is not valid (see again [41] for details).
The breakthrough for Lpp¨qpR
dq spaces was made by Diening in [14] when he showed that
the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M is bounded on Lpp¨qpR
dq under certain regularity
conditions on pp¨q. His result has been generalized in many cases (see [15],[45] and [7]) and it
turned out that logarithmic Hölder continuity classes are well adapted to the boundedness of
the maximal operator.
Definition 3.2. Let g P CpRdq. We say that g is locally log-Hölder continuous, abbreviated
g P C logloc pR
dq, if there exists clog ą 0 such that
|gpxq ´ gpyq| ď
clog
logpe` 1{|x´ y|q
for all x, y P Rd.
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We say that g is globally log-Hölder continuous, abbreviated g P C logpRdq, if g is locally log-
Hölder continuous and there exists g8 P R such that
|gpxq ´ g8| ď
clog
logpe` |x|q
for all x P Rd.
With the help of the above logarithmic Hölder continuity the following result holds.
Lemma 3.3 ([15, Thm. 3.6]). Let p P PpRdq with 1 ă p´ ď p` ď 8. If 1
p
P C logpRdq, then M
is bounded on Lpp¨qpR
dq i.e., there exists c ą 0 such that for all f P Lpp¨qpR
dq›››Mf |Lpp¨qpRdq››› ď c ›››f |Lpp¨qpRdq››› .
Since logarithmic Hölder continuous exponents play an essential role we introduce the class
P logpRdq of admissible exponents pp¨q with 1{p P C logpRdq and 0 ă p´ ď p` ď 8. As a
consequence of Lemma 3.3, for exponents p P P logpRdq the maximal operatorM is bounded on
L pp¨q
t
pRdq for every 0 ă t ă p´.
3.2 2-microlocal function spaces with variable integrability
We proceed with spaces of Besov-Triebel-Lizorkin type featuring variable integrability and
smoothness. Spaces of the form F sp¨q
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq and Bsp¨q
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq have been studied in [17, 2], where
s : Rd Ñ R with s P L8pRdq X C
log
loc pR
dq. A further generalization was pursued in [36, 37]
replacing the smoothness parameter sp¨q by a more general weight function w. We make some
reasonable restrictions on w and use the class Wα3α1,α2 of admissible weights introduced in [36].
Definition 3.4. For real numbers α3 ě 0 and α1 ď α2 a weight function w : X Ñ p0,8q on the
index set X “ Rd ˆ rp0, 1q Y t8us belongs to the class Wα3α1,α2 if and only if for x “ px, tq P X,
(W1)
$’&’%
´
s
t
¯α1
wpx, sq ď wpx, tq ď
´
s
t
¯α2
wpx, sq , s ě t
t´α1wpx,8q ď wpx, tq ď t´α2wpx,8q , s “ 8 ,
(W2) wpx, tq ď wpy, tq
"
p1` |x´ y|{tqα3 , t P p0, 1q
p1` |x´ y|qα3 , t “ 8
for all y P Rd.
Example 3.5. The main examples are weights of the form
ws,s1px, tq “
$&% t´s
´
1` |x´x0|
t
¯s1
, t P p0, 1q
p1` |x´ x0|q
s1 , t “ 8
.
where s, s1 P R. These weights are continuous versions of 2-microlocal weights, used to define
2-microlocal function spaces of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel type, see [36, 38, 37].
By choosing s1 “ 0 we get back to usual Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces with smoothness s P R.
The special weights from this example are usually called 2-microlocal weights. Furthermore,
function spaces which are defined with admissible weights w P Wα3α1,α2 are usually called 2-
microlocal spaces. This term was coined by Bony [4] and Jaffard [35], who also introduced the
concept of 2-microlocal analysis to study local regularity of functions.
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Remark 3.6. By the conditions on admissible weights w P Wα3α1,α2 we obtain the following
estimates which will be useful later on:
1. For s ď t we get from (W1)´s
t
¯α2
wpx, sq ď wpx, tq ď
´s
t
¯α1
wpx, sq. (3.1)
2. For 0 ă c ă s{t we have from (W1) and (3.1)
wpx, tq
wpx, sq
ď maxt1, cα1´α2u
´s
t
¯α2
. (3.2)
3. For 0 ă c ă t{s we obtain similarly from (W1) and (3.1)
wpx, tq
wpx, sq
ď maxt1, cα1´α2u
´s
t
¯α1
. (3.3)
4. Consequently, we have for 0 ă c1 ă s{t ă c2 from (3.2) and (3.3)
wpx, tq — wpx, sq for all x P Rd.
5. Using (W2) and the inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) we can relate wpx, tq to wp0, 1{2q by
wp0, 1{2qt´α1 p1` |x|q´α3 À wpx, tq À wp0, 1{2qt´α2 p1` |x|qα3 .
A weight w P Wα3α1,α2 gives rise to a semi-discrete counterpart pwjqjPN0 , corresponding to
an admissible weight sequence in the sense of [36, 38, 37], given by
wjpxq “
"
wpx, 2´jq , j P N ,
wpx,8q , j “ 0 .
(3.4)
In [37, Lemma 2.6] it was shown that it is equivalent to consider a smoothness function
s P L8pR
dqXC logloc pR
dq or an admissible weight sequence stemming from w PWα3α1,α2 if they are
connected by wjpxq “ 2jspxq, see (3.4). But there exist weight sequences (Example 3.5 with
s1 ‰ 0) where it is not possible to find a smoothness function s : Rd Ñ R such that the above
relation holds.
Recently in [58] the concept of admissible weight sequences was extended to include more gen-
eral weights. We will not follow this generalization of admissible weights, but we remark that
by this definition we can have local Muckenhoupt weights as components in the sequence.
The spaces Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq and Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq are defined Fourier analytical as subspaces of the tem-
pered distributions S 1pRdq. As usual the Schwartz space SpRdq denotes the locally convex space
of rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable functions on Rd. Its topology is generated by the
seminorms
}ϕ}k,l “ sup
xPR
d
p1` |x|qk
ÿ
|β|ďl
|Dβϕpxq|
for every k, l P N0. Its topological dual, the space of tempered distributions on Rd, is denoted
by S 1pRdq. The Fourier transform and its inverse are defined on both SpRdq and S 1pRd) (see
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Appendix A.1) and we denote them by fˆ and f_. Finally, we introduce the subspace S0pRdq
of SpRdq by
S0pR
dq :“
!
f P SpRdq : Dα¯ pfp0q “ 0 for every multi-index α¯ P Nd0) .
The definition of Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq and Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq relies on a dyadic decomposition of unity, see also
[55, 2.3.1].
Definition 3.7. Let ΠpRdq be the collection of all systems tϕjujPN0 Ă SpR
dq such that
(i) there is a function ϕ P SpRdq with ϕjpξq “ ϕp2
´jξq , j P N ,
(ii) suppϕ0 Ă tξ P R
d : |ξ| ď 2u , suppϕ Ă tξ P Rd : 1{2 ď |ξ| ď 2u ,
(iii)
8ř
j“0
ϕjpξq “ 1 for every ξ P R
d .
Definition 3.8. Let tϕju
8
j“0 P ΠpR
dq and put pΦj “ ϕj for j P N0. Let further w PWα3α1,α2 with
associated weight sequence twjujPN0 defined as in (3.4).
(i) For p P PpRdq, q˜ P p0,8s, we define Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq “
!
f P S 1pRdq : }f |Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq} ă 8
)
with
}f |Bwpp¨q,q˜pR
dq} “
´ 8ÿ
j“0
}wjp¨qpΦj ˚ fqp¨q|Lpp¨qpR
dq}q˜
¯1{q˜
.
(ii) For p, q P PpRdq we define Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq “
!
f P S 1pRdq : }f |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq} ă 8
)
with
}f |Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq} “
›››´ 8ÿ
j“0
|wjp¨qpΦj ˚ fqp¨q|
qp¨q
¯1{qp¨q
|Lpp¨qpR
dq
›››.
Remark 3.9. It is also possible to consider Besov spaces Bw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq with variable index
qp¨q, which were introduced and studied in [2]. The definition of these spaces is very technical
since they require a new modular. Surprisingly it is much harder to work with Besov spaces
with variable indices pp¨q and qp¨q than to work with variable Triebel-Lizorkin spaces, in sharp
contrast to the constant exponent case. For example, Besov spaces with variable qp¨q are not
always normed spaces for mintpp¨q, qp¨qu ě 1, even if pp¨q is a constant (see [40] for details).
So we restrict our studies on Besov spaces to the case were the index qp¨q remains a constant q˜
and we leave the fully variable case for further research.
Formally, the definition of Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq and Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq depends on the chosen decomposition
of unity tϕju8j“0 P ΠpR
dq. The following characterization by local means shows that under
certain regularity conditions on the indices pp¨q, qp¨q it is in fact independent, in the sense of
equivalent quasi-norms.
To get useful further characterizations of the spaces defined above we need a replacement
for the classical Fefferman-Stein maximal inequality since it does not hold in our case if qp¨q is
non-constant. We will use the following convolution inequality.
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Lemma 3.10 (Theorem 3.2 in [17]). Let p, q P P logpRdq with 1 ă p´ ď p` ă 8 and 1 ă q´ ď
q` ă 8, then for m ą d there exists a constant c ą 0 such that››››››pην,m ˚ fνqνPN0 ˇˇˇ ℓqp¨q›››ˇˇˇLpp¨qpRdq››› ď c ›››››pfνqνPN0 ˇˇ ℓqp¨q››ˇˇLpp¨qpRdq››› ,
where ην,mpxq “ 2
νdp1` 2ν |x|q´m.
3.3 Continuous local means characterization
For our purpose, it is more convenient to reformulate Definition 3.8 in terms of a continuous
characterization, where the discrete dilation parameter j P N0 is replaced by t ą 0 and the
sums become integrals over t. Characterizations of this type have some history and are usually
referred to as characterizations via (continuous) local means. For further references and some
historical facts we mainly refer to [57, 5, 52] and in particular to the recent contribution [59],
which provides a complete and self-contained reference.
The system tϕjujPN0 P ΠpR
dq may be replaced by a more general one. Essential are func-
tions Φ0,Φ P SpRdq satisfying the so-called Tauberian conditions
|pΦ0pξq| ą 0 on t|ξ| ă 2εu ,
|pΦpξq| ą 0 on tε{2 ă |ξ| ă 2εu , (3.5)
for some ε ą 0, and – for some R` 1 P N0 – the moment conditions
Dβ pΦp0q “ 0 for all |β|1 ď R . (3.6)
If R ` 1 “ 0 the condition (3.6) is void. We will call the functions Φ0 and Φ kernels for local
means and use the notations Φk “ 2kdΦp2k¨q, k P N, as well as Φt “ DtΦ “ t´dΦp¨{tq for t ą 0.
The associated Peetre maximal function
pΦ˚t fqapxq “ sup
yPR
d
|pΦt ˚ fqpx` yq|
p1` |y|{tqa
, x P Rd , t ą 0 , (3.7)
was introduced in [47] for f P S 1pRdq and a ą 0. We also need the stronger version
xΦ˚t fyapxq “ sup
t
2
ďτď2t
τă1
pΦ˚τfqapxq , x P R
d , t ą 0 , (Convention: supH “ 0)
which we will refer to as Peetre-Wiener maximal function and which was utilized for the coorbit
characterization of the classical Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel-spaces in [53]. To adapt to the inhomo-
geneous setting we further put xΦ˚0fya “ pΦ
˚
0fqa “ ppΦ0q
˚
1fqa.
Using these maximal functions we now state several different characterizations.
Theorem 3.11. Let w PWα3α1,α2 and choose functions Φ0,Φ P SpR
dq satisfying (3.5) and (3.6)
with R ` 1 ą α2. For x P R
d and t P p0, 1q define A1fpx, tq :“ pΦt ˚ fqpxq, A2fpx, tq :“
pΦ˚t fqapxq, and A3fpx, tq :“ xΦ
˚
t fyapxq, a ą 0. Further, put A1fpx,8q :“ pΦ0 ˚ fqpxq,
A2fpx,8q :“ pΦ
˚
0fqapxq, and A3fpx,8q :“ xΦ
˚
0fyapxq.
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(i) If p P P logpRdq, 0 ă q˜ ď 8, and a ą d
p´
` α3 then
Bwpp¨q,q˜pR
dq “ tf P S 1pRdq : }f |Bwpp¨q,q˜pR
dq}i ă 8u , i “ 1, 2, 3, 4,
where for i “ 1, 2, 3
}f |Bwpp¨q,q˜pR
dq}i “ }wp¨,8qAifp¨,8q|Lpp¨qpR
dq}
`
´ż 1
0
}wp¨, tqAifp¨, tq|Lpp¨qpR
dq}q˜
dt
t
¯1{q˜
,
and }f |Bwpp¨q,q˜pR
dq}4 “ }wp¨,8qpΦ
˚
0fqap¨q|Lpp¨qpR
dq}
`
´ 8ÿ
j“1
›››wjp¨qpΦ˚2´jfqap¨q|Lpp¨qpRdq›››q˜¯1{q˜ .
Moreover, } ¨ |Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq}i, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4, are equivalent quasi-norms in B
w
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq .
(ii) If p, q P P logpRdq with 0 ă q´ ď q` ă 8, 0 ă p´ ď p` ă 8, and a ą maxt d
p´
, d
q´
u ` α3
then
Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq “ tf P S 1pRdq : }f |Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}i ă 8u , i “ 1, 2, 3, 4,
where for i “ 1, 2, 3
}f |Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}i “ }wp¨,8qAifp¨,8q|Lpp¨qpR
dq}
`
›››´ ż 1
0
|wp¨, tqAifp¨, tq|
qp¨q dt
t
¯1{qp¨q
|Lpp¨qpR
dq
››› ,
and }f |Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}4 “ }wp¨,8qpΦ
˚
0fqap¨q|Lpp¨qpR
dq}
`
›››´ 8ÿ
j“1
|wjp¨qpΦ
˚
2´jfqap¨q|
qp¨q
¯1{qp¨q
|Lpp¨qpR
dq
›››.
Moreover, } ¨ |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}i, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4, are equivalent quasi-norms in F
w
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq .
Before we present a sketch of the proof recall an important convolution inequality from [36].
Lemma 3.12. Let 0 ă q˜ ď 8, δ ą 0 and p, q P PpRdq. Let pgkqkPN0 be a sequence of non-
negative measurable functions on Rd and denote Gℓ “
ř8
k“0 2
´|ℓ´k|δgk for ℓ P N0. Then there
exist constants C1, C2 ě 0 such that››tGℓuℓ| ℓq˜pLpp¨qq›› ď C1 ››tgkuk| ℓq˜pLpp¨qq›› and ››tGℓuℓ|Lpp¨qpℓqp¨qq›› ď C2 ››tgkuk|Lpp¨qpℓqp¨qq›› .
Proof of Theorem 3.11. We only prove (ii) and comment afterwards briefly on the necessary
modifications for (i). The arguments are more or less the same as in the proofs of [59, Thm.
2.6] and [53, Thm. 9.6]. We remark that the equivalences } ¨ |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq} — } ¨ |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}4
and } ¨ |Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq} — } ¨ |Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq}4 are already known, see [36].
Step 1. First, we prove a central estimate (3.9) between different start functions Φ and Ψ
incorporating the different types of Peetre maximal operators. The needed norm inequalities
in the theorem are consequences of this central estimate (3.9), and are subsequently deduced
in the following steps.
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Let us put ϕ0 :“ pΦ0 and ϕk :“ pΦk for k P N. We can find a pair of functions λ0, λ P SpRdq
with suppλ0 Ă tζ P Rd : |ζ| ď 2εu and suppλ Ă tζ P Rd : ε{2 ď |ζ| ď 2εu such thatř
kPN0
λkϕk ” 1, where λk “ λp2´k¨q for k P N. Let us shortly demonstrate how to do that.
We use the special dyadic decomposition of unity given by η0ptq “ 1 if |t| ď 4{3 and η0ptq “ 0
if |t| ą 3{2. We put ηk :“ η0p¨{2kq ´ η0p¨{2k´1q for k P N. Then clearly η0 `
ř8
k“1 ηk ” 1 and
we obtain
ř
kPN0
λkϕk ” 1 by defining λk :“ ηkp¨{εq{ϕk for k P N0 and λ :“ λ1p2¨q.
The support of the function θ :“ 1´
ř
kPN λkϕk P C
8
0 pR
dq is fully contained in M :“ t|x| ď
3ε{2u. Due to the Tauberian conditions, ϕ0 is positive onM . Inverting ϕ0 on M and extending
appropriately outside, we can construct a function γ P C80 pR
dq, which coincides with 1{ϕ0 on
M . Since λ0ϕ0 “ θ we thus have the factorization λ0 “ γθ.
We now put λ0,up¨q :“ γp¨qθpu¨q for u P r1, 2s, which gives
λ0,uϕ0 `
ÿ
kPN
λkpu¨qϕkpu¨q “ 1.
We then define Ξ, Θ, Λ, Λ0,u, and Λk for k P N0, all elements of SpRdq, via inverse Fourier
transform of the functions γ, θ, λ, λ0,u, and λk, respectively. We get Λ0,u “ Ξ˚Θu and it holds
g “ Λ0,u ˚ Φ0 ˚ g `
ř
kPN Λ2´ku ˚ Φ2´ku ˚ g for every g P S
1pRdq.
Let Ψ0,Ψ P SpRdq be another system which satisfies the Tauberian conditions (3.5) and
(3.6). Choosing g “ Ψ2´ℓv ˚ f , where f P S
1pRdq, ℓ P N, and v P r1{2, 4s, we get
Ψ2´ℓv ˚ f “
ÿ
kPN
Ψ2´ℓv ˚ Λ2´ku ˚ Φ2´ku ˚ f `Ψ2´ℓv ˚ Λ0,u ˚ Φ0 ˚ f. (3.8)
Defining Jℓ,k “
ş
R
d |Ψ2´ℓv ˚ Λ2´kupzq|p1 ` 2
k|z|{uqa dz for k P N we have for y P Rd
|pΨ2´ℓv ˚ Λ2´ku ˚Φ2´ku ˚ fqpyq| ď
ż
R
d
|Ψ2´ℓv ˚ Λ2´kupzq||Φ2´ku ˚ fpy ´ zq| dz
ď pΦ˚2´kufqapyqJℓ,k,
For k “ 0 we get with Jℓ,0 “
ş
R
d |Ψ2´ℓv ˚ Λ0,upzq|p1 ` |z|q
a dz
|pΨ2´ℓv ˚ Λ0,u ˚ Φ0 ˚ fqpyq| ď
ż
R
d
|Ψ2´ℓv ˚ Λ0,upzq||Φ0 ˚ fpy ´ zq| dz ď pΦ
˚
0fqapyqJℓ,0.
To estimate Jℓ,k the following identity for functions µ, ν P SpRdq is used,
pµu ˚ νvqpxq “
1
ud
rµ ˚ νv{uspx{uq “
1
vd
rµu{v ˚ νspx{vq,
valid for u, v ą 0 and x P Rd. In case ℓ ě k ą 0 we obtain
Jℓ,k “
ż
R
d
|pΨ2k´ℓ v
u
˚ Λqpzq|p1 ` |z|qa dz À sup
zPR
d
ˇˇ
pΨ2k´ℓ v
u
˚ Λqpzqp1 ` |z|qa`d`1
ˇˇ
À 2pk´ℓqpR`1q ,
where we used [52, Lemma 1] in the last step. In case 0 ă ℓ ă k we estimate similarly to obtain
Jℓ,k “
ż
R
d
|pΨ ˚ Λ2´pk´ℓqu{vpzqq|p1 ` 2
k´ℓu|z|{vqa dz À 2pℓ´kqpL`1´aq,
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where L can be chosen arbitrarily large since Λ P S0pRdq fulfills moment conditions for all
L P N0.
For ℓ ą k “ 0 we estimate as follows, taking advantage of Ξ P SpRdq,
Jℓ,0 “
ż
R
d
|pΨ2´ℓv ˚Θuq ˚ Ξpzq|p1 ` |z|q
a dz
À sup
yPR
d
ˇˇ
pΨ2´ℓv ˚Θuqpyqp1 ` |y|q
a`d`1
ˇˇ ż
R
d
ż
R
d
|Ξpz ´ yq|p1 ` |z ´ y|qap1` |y|q´d´1 dzdy
À sup
yPR
d
ˇˇ
pΨ2´ℓv{u ˚Θqpyqp1 ` |y|q
a`d`1
ˇˇ ż
R
d
ż
R
d
p1` |z|q´d´1p1` |y|q´d´1 dzdy À 2´ℓpR`1q.
Using 1 ` t|x| ď maxt1, tup1 ` |x|q and 1 ` |x ` y|{t ď p1 ` |y|{tqp1 ` |x|{tq for t ą 0 and
x, y P Rd we further deduce for k P N
pΦ˚
2´ku
fqapyq ď pΦ
˚
2´ku
fqapxqp1 ` 2
k|x´ y|{uqa
À pΦ˚2´kufqapxqp1 ` 2
ℓ|x´ y|{vqamaxt1, 2pk´ℓqua.
and pΦ˚0fqapyq À pΦ
˚
0fqapxqp1 ` 2
ℓ|x´ y|{vqa. Altogether, we arrive - for k ě 1 - at
sup
yPR
d
|pΨ2´ℓv ˚ Λ2´ku ˚ pΦ2´ku ˚ fqqpyq|
p1` 2ℓ|x´ y|{vqa
À pΦ˚
2´ku
fqapxq
#
2pk´ℓqpR`1q : ℓ ě k,
2pℓ´kqpL`1´2aq : ℓ ă k,
with an implicit constant independent of u P r1, 2s and v P r1{2, 4s. For k “ 0 we obtain
sup
yPR
d
|pΨ2´ℓv ˚ Λ0,u ˚Φ0 ˚ fqpyq|
p1` 2ℓ|x´ y|{vqa
À pΦ˚0fqapxq2
´ℓpR`1q.
We thus conclude from (3.8) that uniformly in t, u P r1, 2s
xΨ˚2´ℓtfyapxq “ sup
t{2ďvď2t,vă1
pΨ˚2´ℓvfqapxq
À pΦ˚0fqapxq2
´ℓpR`1q `
ÿ
kPN
pΦ˚2´kufqapxq
#
2pk´ℓqpR`1q : ℓ ě k,
2pℓ´kqpL`1´2aq : ℓ ă k.
Writing w˜ℓ,tpxq “ wpx, 2´ℓtq for ℓ P N and w˜0,tpxq “ wpx,8q we have
w˜ℓ,tpxqw˜k,upxq
´1 À
#
2pℓ´kqα2 ℓ ě k,
2pℓ´kqα1 ℓ ă k,
as a consequence of pW1q, (3.2), and (3.3). Multiplying both sides with wpx, 2´ℓtq we finally
derive with an implicit constant independent of t, u P r1, 2s
wpx, 2´ℓtqxΨ˚
2´ℓt
fyapxq À wpx,8qpΦ
˚
0fqapxq2
´ℓpR`1´α2q
`
ÿ
kPN
wpx, 2´kuqpΦ˚
2´ku
fqapxq
#
2pk´ℓqpR`1´α2q : ℓ ě k,
2pℓ´kqpL`1´2a`α1q : ℓ ă k.
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Choosing L ě 2a´ α1 we have with 0 ă δ “ mint1, R ` 1´ α2u the central estimate
xΨ˚2´ℓtfyapxq À 2
´ℓδ wpx,8q
wpx, 2´ℓtq
pΦ˚0fqapxq `
ÿ
kPN
2´|k´ℓ|δ
wpx, 2´kuq
wpx, 2´ℓtq
pΦ˚2´kufqapxq. (3.9)
Step 2. We show }f |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}1 — }f |F
w
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}2,3. The direction }f |Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}1 À
}f |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}2,3 is obvious and it remains to verify }f |Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}3 À }f |F
w
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}1.
We use (3.9) with Ψ “ Φ. Choosing 0 ă δ˜ ď δ we obtain for any r ą 0, using an embedding
argument if 0 ă r ď 1 and Hölder’s inequality otherwise,
xΦ˚2´ℓtfy
r
apxqw
rpx, 2´ℓtq À 2´ℓδ˜rwrpx,8qpΦ˚0fq
r
apxq `
ÿ
kPN
2´|k´ℓ|δ˜rwrpx, 2´kuqpΦ˚2´kufq
r
apxq.
To estimate the sum on the right hand side we use (2.66) proved in Substep 1.3 of the proof of
[59, Thm. 2.6]. It states that for x P Rd, f P S 1pRdq, k P N, u P r1, 2q, r ą 0, and 0 ă a ď N for
some arbitrary but fixed N P N0
pΦ˚
2´ku
fqapxq
r ď CN
ÿ
jPN0
2´jNr2pk`jqd
ż
R
d
|pΦ2´pk`jqu ˚ fqpyq|
r
p1` 2k|x´ y|qar
dy , (3.10)
where the constant CN is independent of x, f, k, and u P r1, 2q, but may depend on r, a and
N . Taking into account pW2q and (3.1), which give the relation wpx, 2´kuq À 2´jα1p1` 2k|x´
y|qα3wpy, 2´pj`kquq and p1` 2k|z|q´M ď 2jM p1` 2k`j|z|q´M , this leads to
xΦ˚
2´ℓt
fyrapxqw
rpx, 2´ℓtq À 2´ℓδ˜rwrpx,8qpΦ˚0fq
r
apxq
`
ÿ
kPN
2´|k´ℓ|δ˜r
ÿ
jPN0
2´jrN˜2pk`jqd
ż
R
d
|pΦ2´pk`jqu ˚ fqpyqwpy, 2
´pj`kquq|r
p1` 2k`j |x´ y|qpa´α3qr
dy (3.11)
with N˜ “ N ´ a ` α1 ` α3 ą 0. Since x P Rd is fixed we can apply in t the Lqpxq{rpr1, 2q;
dt
t
q
norm with r ă mintp´, q´u. This changes only the constant and the left-hand side of (3.11).
The Lq´{rpr1, 2q;
du
u
q (quasi-)norm in the variable u only affects the right-hand side of (3.11).
With Minkowski’s integral inequality we obtainˆż 2
1
|xΦ˚2´ℓtfyapxqwpx, 2
´ℓtq|qpxq
dt
t
˙r{qpxq
´ 2´ℓδ˜rwrpx,8qpΦ˚0fq
r
apxq
À
ÿ
kPN
2´|k´ℓ|δ˜r
ÿ
jPN0
2´|j´k|N˜r2jd
ż
R
d
´ş2
1
|pΦ2´ju ˚ fqpyqwpy, 2
´juq|q
´ du
u
¯r{q´
p1` 2j |x´ y|qpa´α3qr
dy
À
ÿ
kPN
2´|k´ℓ|δ˜r
ÿ
jPN0
2´|j´k|N˜r
«
ηj,pa´α3qr ˚
ˆż 2
1
|pΦ2´ju ˚ fqp¨qwp¨, 2
´juq|q
´ du
u
˙r{q´ff
pxq
with functions ην,mpxq “ 2νdp1` 2ν |x|q´m.
Now we choose r ą 0 such that d
a´α3
ă r ă mintp´, q´u, which is possible since a ą α3 `
d
mintp´,q´u , and N such that N˜ ą 0. Applying the Lpp¨q{rpℓqp¨q{rq norm with respect to x P R
d
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and ℓ P N and using Lemma 3.12 twice together with Lemma 3.10 (note pa ´ α3qr ą d) then
yields›››››
ˆż 2
1
|xΦ˚2´ℓtfyap¨qwp¨, 2
´ℓtq|qp¨q
dt
t
˙r{qp¨q ˇˇˇˇ
ˇLpp¨q{rpℓqp¨q{rq
›››››´ c ›››wp¨,8qpΦ˚0fqap¨q|Lpp¨qpRdq›››r
À
›››››
«
ηℓ,pa´α3qr ˚
ˆż 2
1
|pΦ2´ℓu ˚ fqp¨qwp¨, 2
´ℓuq|q
´ du
u
˙r{q´ff
pxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇLpp¨q{rpℓqp¨q{rq
›››››
À
›››››
ˆż 2
1
|pΦ2´ℓu ˚ fqp¨qwp¨, 2
´ℓuq|q
´ du
u
˙r{q´ ˇˇˇˇ
ˇLpp¨q{rpℓqp¨q{rq
››››› . (3.12)
Finally, we use Hölder’s inequality to estimate the integral in the last norm. We use 0 ă q´ ď
qpxq and getˆż 2
1
|pΦ2´ℓu ˚ fqpxqwpx, 2
´ℓuq|q
´ du
u
˙r{q´
ď
ˆż 2
1
|pΦ2´ℓu ˚ fqpxqwpx, 2
´ℓuq|qpxq
du
u
˙r{qpxqˆż 2
1
du
u
˙r{q´¨ 1ˆ
qpxq
q´
˙1
ď
ˆż 2
1
|pΦ2´ℓu ˚ fqpxqwpx, 2
´ℓuq|qpxq
du
u
˙r{qpxq
.
Using this estimate we can reformulate (3.12) into›››››
ˆż 1
0
|xΦ˚λfyap¨qwp¨, λq|
qp¨q dλ
λ
˙1{qp¨q ˇˇˇˇ
ˇLpp¨q
›››››
À
›››wp¨,8qpΦ˚0fqap¨q|Lpp¨qpRdq›››`
›››››
ˆż 1
0
|pΦλ ˚ fqp¨qwp¨, λq|
qp¨q dλ
λ
˙1{qp¨q ˇˇˇˇ
ˇLpp¨q
››››› .
The inhomogeneous term pΦ˚0fqapxq needs to be treated separately. The argumentation, how-
ever, is analogous to the exposition before with (3.10) replaced by the inequality
pΦ˚0fqapxq
r À
ÿ
kPN
2´kNr2kd
ż
R
d
|pΦ2´ku ˚ fqpyq|
r
p1` |x´ y|qar
dy `
ż
R
d
|pΦ0 ˚ fqpyq|
r
p1` |x´ y|qar
dy.
In the Besov space case we do not need the functions ην,m and one can work with the usual
maximal operator M together with Lemma 3.3, see [36] for details.
Step 3. In the third step we show }f |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}2 — }f |F
w
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}3 — }f |F
w
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}4.
We immediately observe }f |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}2 À }f |F
w
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}3.
Substep 3.1. To prove }f |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}3 À }f |F
w
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}4 we apply (3.9) with u “ 1 and
Ψ “ Φ . Since the inhomogeneous terms are identical, it suffices to estimate the homogeneous
part. Integration with respect to dt{t yields for ℓ P N´ż 2
1
|wpx, 2´ℓtqxΦ˚2´ℓtfyapxq|
qpxq dt
t
¯ 1
qpxq
À 2´ℓδw0pxqpΦ
˚
0fqapxq `
ÿ
kPN
2´|k´ℓ|δwkpxqpΦ
˚
2´kfqapxq.
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Let us denote the function on the right-hand side of the previous estimate by Gℓ. Applying the
vector-valued convolution inequality of Lemma 3.12 then proves›››´ 8ÿ
ℓ“1
ż 2
1
|wp¨, 2´ℓtqxΦ˚
2´ℓt
fyap¨q|
qp¨q dt
t
¯1{qp¨qˇˇ
Lpp¨q
››› À }tGℓuℓPN|Lpp¨qpℓqp¨qq}
À }w0pΦ
˚
0fqa|Lpp¨q} ` }twkpΦ
˚
2´k
fqaukPN|Lpp¨qpℓqp¨qq} “ }f |F
w
pp¨q,qp¨q}4.
Substep 3.2: Let us finish by proving }f |Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}4 À }f |F
w
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq}2. Again it suffices
to estimate the homogeneous part. For this we let t “ 1 and Ψ “ Φ in (3.9). If qpxq ě 1 we
can use Minkowski’s inequality to deduce
wℓpxqpΦ
˚
2´ℓ
fqapxq À 2
´ℓδwpx,8qpΦ˚0fqapxq
`
ÿ
kPN
2´|k´ℓ|δ
´ ż 2
1
|w˜k,upxqpΦ
˚
2´kufqapxq|
qpxq du
u
¯1{qpxq
.
Applying the ℓqpxq-norm on both sides, Young’s convolution inequality then yieldsÿ
ℓPN
wℓpxq
qpxqpΦ˚
2´ℓ
fqapxq
qpxq À pwpx,8qpΦ˚0fqapxqq
qpxq (3.13)
`
ÿ
kPN
ż 2
1
|w˜k,upxqpΦ
˚
2´ku
fqapxq|
qpxq du
u
.
If qpxq ă 1 we use the qpxq-triangle inequality´
wℓpxqpΦ
˚
2´ℓfqapxq
¯qpxq
À 2´ℓδqpxqpwpx,8qpΦ˚0fqapxqq
qpxq
`
ÿ
kPN
2´|k´ℓ|qpxqδ
ż 2
1
|w˜k,upxqpΦ
˚
2´ku
fqapxq|
qpxq du
u
.
Now we take on both sides the ℓ1-norm with respect to the index ℓ P N and take into accountř
kPN0
2´|k|qpxqδ ď C. We thus arrive at the same estimate (3.13). Taking the Lpp¨q-quasi-norm
of (3.13) finishes the proof of Substep 3.2 and hence Step 3.
Step 4: Relation (3.9) also immediately allows to change to a different systemΨ0,Ψ, however
in the discrete setting the change of systems has already been shown in [36].
Remark 3.13. The previous theorem ensures in particular the independence of Besov-Lizorkin-
Triebel type spaces with variable exponents from the chosen resolution of unity if p, q P P logpRdq
with p` ă 8, q` ă 8 in the F -case and p P P logpRdq, q˜ P p0,8s in the B-case.
4 Variable exponent spaces as coorbits
In order to treat the spaces Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq and Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq as coorbits we utilize an inhomogeneous
version of the continuous wavelet transform, which uses high scale wavelets together with a base
scale for the analysis. The corresponding index set is X “ Rdˆrp0, 1qYt8us, where 8 denotes
an isolated point, equipped with the Radon measure µ defined byż
X
F pxqdµpxq “
ż
R
d
ż 1
0
F px, sq
ds
sd`1
dx`
ż
R
d
F px,8qdx .
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The wavelet transform is then given by VFfpxq “ xf, ϕxy, x P X, for a continuous frame
F “ tϕxuxPX on H “ L2pRdq of the form
ϕpx,8q “ TxΦ0 “ Φ0p¨ ´ xq and ϕpx,tq “ TxD
L2
t Φ “ t
´d{2Φpp¨ ´ xq{tq , (4.1)
with suitable functions Φ0,Φ P L2pRdq. Such a frame F “ FpΦ0,Φq will in our context be
referred to as a continuous wavelet frame in L2pRdq.
Definition 4.1. A continuous wavelet frame F “ FpΦ0,Φq is admissible if Φ0 P SpRdq and
Φ P S0pR
dq are chosen such that they satisfy the Tauberian conditions (3.5), (3.6) and the
condition
|pΦ0pξq|2 ` ż 1
0
|pΦptξq|2 dt
t
“ C for a.e. ξ P Rd.
An admissible wavelet frame FpΦ0,Φq represents a tight continuous frame in the sense of
(1.1). To see this, apply Fubini’s and Plancherel’s theorem to get
C}f |L2pR
dq}2 “
ż
R
d
| pfpξq|2´|pΦ0pξq|2 ` ż 1
0
|pΦptξq|2 dt
t
¯
dξ “ p2πq´d
ż
X
|xf, ϕxy|
2dµpxq .
4.1 Peetre-Wiener type spaces on X
We intend to define two general scales of spaces on X, for which we need a Peetre type maximal
function, given for a measurable function F : X Ñ C by
P˚aF px, tq :“ ess sup
zPR
d
,τă1
t
2
ďτď2t
|F px` z, τq|
p1` |z|{τqa
, x P Rd, 0 ă t ă 1,
P˚aF px,8q :“ ess sup
zPR
d
|F px` z,8q|
p1` |z|qa
, x P Rd.
The operator P˚a is a stronger version of the usual Peetre maximal operator Pa, which does not
take the supremum over t and was used e.g. in [50].
Definition 4.2. Let p, q P P logpRdq with 0 ă p´ ď p` ă 8 and 0 ă q´ ď q` ă 8 and let
0 ă q˜ ď 8. Further, let a ą 0 and w PWα3α1,α2 . Then we define by
Pwpp¨q,qp¨q,apXq “ tF : X Ñ C : }F |P
w
pp¨q,qp¨q,a} ă 8u ,
Lwpp¨q,q˜,apXq “ tF : X Ñ C : }F |L
w
pp¨q,q˜,a} ă 8u
two scales of function spaces on X with respective quasi-norms
}F |Pwpp¨q,qp¨q,a} :“
›››wp¨,8qP˚aF p¨,8q|Lpp¨qpRdq›››
`
›››´ ż 1
0
”
wp¨, tqP˚aF p¨, tq
ıqp¨qdt
t
¯1{qp¨q
|Lpp¨qpR
dq
›››,
}F |Lwpp¨q,q˜,a} :“
›››wp¨,8qP˚aF p¨,8q|Lpp¨qpRdq›››
`
´ ż 1
0
›››wp¨, tqP˚aF p¨, tq|Lpp¨qpRdq›››q˜ dtt ¯1{q˜ .
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It is not hard to verify that in case a ą d{p´`α3 these spaces are rich solid QBF-spaces as
defined and studied in Subsection 2.1. Moreover, the utilization of the Peetre-Wiener operator
P˚a ensures that they are locally integrable, even in the quasi-Banach case in contrast to the
ordinary Peetre spaces where Pa is used instead of P˚a . In fact, there is an associated locally
bounded weight function given by
νw,pp¨q,qp¨qpx, tq “
"
tα1´d{p
´
p1` |x|qα3 , x P Rd, 0 ă t ă 1,
p1` |x|qα3 , x P Rd, t “ 8,
(4.2)
such that the following lemma holds true.
Lemma 4.3. We have the continuous embeddings
Pwpp¨q,qp¨q,apXq ãÑ L
1{νw,pp¨q,qp¨q
8 pXq and L
w
pp¨q,q˜,apXq ãÑ L
1{νw,pp¨q,q˜
8 pXq.
Proof. It is useful to interpret the component Rd ˆ p0, 1q of the index X as a subset of the
ax ` b group G “ Rd ˆ p0,8q with multiplication px, tqpy, sq “ px ` ty, tsq and px, tq´1 “
p´x{t, 1{tq. Let U´1 be the inversion of U :“ r´2, 2sd ˆ r1
2
, 2s and define Upx,tq :“ px, tqU
´1
and rUpx,tq :“ px, tqU . Further put Qpx,tq :“ x` tr´1, 1sd and Upx,8q :“ rUpx,8q :“ Qpx,1q ˆ t8u.
Then we can estimate for F : X Ñ C and almost all px, tq P X at every fixed py, sq P X
|F px, tq|χUpx,tqpy, sq ď ess sup
px,tqPXX rUpy,sq|F px, tq| À P
˚
aF py, sq.
For convenience, let us introduce
}F |Mwpp¨q,qp¨q} :“
›››wp¨,8qF p¨,8q|Lpp¨q›››` ›››´ ż 1
0
ˇˇˇ
wp¨, tqF p¨, tq
ˇˇˇqp¨qdt
t
¯1{qp¨q
|Lpp¨q
›››.
We obtain for almost all px, tq P X
|F px, tq| ¨ }χUpx,tq|M
w
pp¨q,qp¨q} À }P
˚
aF |M
w
pp¨q,qp¨q} “ }F |P
w
pp¨q,qp¨q,a}.
It remains to prove νw,pp¨q,qp¨qpx, tq Á }χUpx,tq|M
w
pp¨q,qp¨q}
´1. Since U´1 Ą r´1, 1sdˆr1
2
, 2s we have
Upx,tq Ą Qpx,tq ˆ r
t
2
, 2ts. If 0 ă t ă 1 it follows for x, y P Rd´ż 1
0
“
wpy, sqχUpx,tqpy, sq
‰qpyq ds
s
¯1{qpyq
Á lnp4q1{qpyqwpy, tqχQpx,tqpyq Á wpy, tqχQpx,tqpyq
and χUpx,tqpy,8q “ 0. The properties (W1) and (W2) of w PW
α3
α1,α2
further imply
wpy, tq Á wpx, tqp1 ` |x´ y|{tq´α3 Á t´α1p1` |x|q´α3p1` |x´ y|{tq´α3 .
This leads to }χUpx,tq|M
w
pp¨q,qp¨q} Á t
´α1p1` |x|q´α3}χQpx,tqp¨qp1 ` |x´ ¨|{tq
´α3 |Lpp¨q}.
Since }χQpx,tq|Lpp¨q} ě
1
2
mint|Qpx,tq|
1{p`, |Qpx,tq|
1{p´u by [16, Lemma 3.2.12] and |Qpx,tq| “ p2tq
d
we obtain }χQpx,tq|Lpp¨q} Á t
d{p´ and finally arrive at
}χUpx,tq|M
w
pp¨q,qp¨q} Á t
´α1p1` |x|q´α3}χQpx,tq|Lpp¨qpR
dq} Á pνw,pp¨q,qp¨qpx, tqq
´1 ,
where χQpx,tqpyqp1`|x´ y|{tq
´α3 — χQpx,tqpyq was used. If t “ 8 we can argue analogously.
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4.2 Coorbit identification
As the following lemma shows, every admissible wavelet frame F “ FpΦ0,Φq in the sense of
Definition 4.1 is suitable for the definition of coorbits of Peetre-Wiener spaces.
Standing assumptions: For the rest of the paper the indices fulfill p, q P P logpRdq
with 0 ă p´ ď p` ă 8, 0 ă q´ ď q` ă 8. Further q˜ P p0,8s and w P Wα3α1,α2 for
arbitrary but fixed α2 ě α1 and α3 ě 0.
(4.3)
Lemma 4.4. An admissible continuous wavelet frame F in the sense of (4.1) with generators
Φ0 P SpR
dq and Φ P S0pR
dq has property F pν, Y q for Y “ Pw
pp¨q,qp¨q,apXq and Y “ L
w
pp¨q,q˜,apXq,
and where ν “ νw,pp¨q,qp¨q is the corresponding weight from (4.2).
Proof. The proof goes along the lines of [50, Lem. 4.18]. The kernel estimates in [50, Lem.
4.8, 4.24] have to be adapted to the Peetre-Wiener space. This is a straight-forward procedure
and allows for treating as well the quasi-Banach situation .
Now we are ready for the coorbit characterization of Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq and Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq. Note that
the weight w˜ defined in (4.4) is an element of the class Wα3
α1`d{2,α2`d{2
.
Theorem 4.5. Let pp¨q, qp¨q, q˜, w fulfill the standing assumptions (4.3). We choose an
admissible continuous wavelet frame F “ FpΦ0,Φq according to Definition 4.1. Putting
w˜px, tq :“
"
t´d{2wpx, tq , 0 ă t ă 1 ,
wpx,8q , t “ 8 ,
(4.4)
we have Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq “ CopF , Lw˜
pp¨q,q˜,aq if a ą
d
p´
` α3 and F
w
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq “ CopF , P w˜
pp¨q,qp¨q,aq if
a ą maxt d
p´
, d
q´
u ` α3 in the sense of equivalent quasi-norms.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 the coorbits exist in accordance with the theory. Now, let f P SpRdq
and F px, tq :“ VFfpx, tq “ xf, ϕpx,tqy with ϕpx,tq as in (4.1). According to [59, Lem. A.3]
|VFfpx, tq| ď CN pfqGN px, tq with GN px, tq “
#
tN p1` |x|q´N , 0 ă t ă 1,
p1` |x|q´N , t “ 8,
where N P N is arbitrary but fixed and CN pfq ą 0 is a constant depending on N and f .
Choosing N large, we have GN P Lν1pXq and thus F P L
ν
1pXq with }F |L
ν
1} ď CN pfq}GN |L
ν
1}.
This proves f P Hν1 . Even more, given a sequence pfnqnPN Ă SpR
dq we have CN pfnq Ñ 0 if
fn Ñ 0 in SpRdq. This is due to the fact that the constants CN pfnq can be estimated by the
Schwartz semi-norms of fn up to orderN (see proof of [59, Lem. A.3]). Hence, F Ă SpRdq ãÑ Hν1
and the voice transform VF extends to S 1pRdq. Moreover, by a straight-forward modification
of the argument in [34, Cor. 20.0.2], the reproducing formula is still valid on S 1pRdq. Therefore
we may apply Lemma 2.28 and use the larger reservoir S 1pRdq.
To see that the coorbits coincide with Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq and Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq, note that the functions
Φ˜ “ Φp´¨q and Φ˜0 “ Φ0p´¨q satisfy the Tauberian conditions (3.5), (3.6) and can thus be used
in the continuous characterization of Theorem 3.11. Recall the notation Φ˜t “ t´dΦ˜p¨{tq. The
assertion is now a direct consequence of the possible reformulation pVFfqp¨,8q “ Φ˜0 ˚ f and
pVFfqpx, tq “
´
DL2t Φp´¨q ˚ f
¯
pxq “ td{2
´
Φ˜t ˚ f
¯
pxq , 0 ă t ă 1, x P Rd.
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4.3 Atomic decompositions and quasi-Banach frames
Based on the coorbit characterizations of Theorem 4.5 we can now apply the abstract theory
from Section 2 in our concrete setup, in particular the discretization machinery. We will
subsequently use the following covering of the space X. For α ą 0 and β ą 1 we consider the
family Uα,β “ tUj,kujPN0,kPZd of subsets
U0,k “ Q0,k ˆ t8u , k P Z
d ,
Uj,k “ Qj,k ˆ rβ
´j , β´j`1q , j P N, k P Zd ,
where Qj,k “ αβ´jk ` αβ´jr0, 1sd. Clearly, we have X Ă
Ť
jPN0,kPZ
d Uj,k and U “ Uα,β is an
admissible covering of X.
The abstract Theorem 2.48 provides atomic decompositions for Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq and Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq.
To apply it we need to analyze the oscillation kernels oscα,β :“ oscU ,Γ and osc˚α,β :“ osc
˚
U ,Γ,
where we choose the trivial phase function Γ ” 1. This goes along the lines of [50, Sect. 4.4]
Proposition 4.6. Let F “ FpΦ0,Φq be an admissible wavelet frame, Y “ L
w
pp¨q,q˜,apXq or
Y “ Pw
pp¨q,qp¨q,apXq, and ν “ νw,pp¨q,qp¨q the associated weight (4.2).
(i) The kernels oscα,β and osc
˚
α,β are bounded operators on Y and belong to Amν .
(ii) If α Ó 0 and β Ó 1 then }oscα,β|BY,mν} Ñ 0 and }osc
˚
α,β|BY,mν } Ñ 0.
Proof. The proof is a straight-forward modification of [50, Lem. 4.22]. Similar as in Lemma
4.4 above we have to adapt the kernel estimates to the Peetre-Wiener spaces.
Finally, Theorem 2.48 yields the following discretization result in our concrete setting, which
we only state for Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq since for Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq it is essentially the same.
Theorem 4.7. Let pp¨q, qp¨q, w fulfill the standing assumptions (4.3), assume further a ą
maxtd{p´, d{q´u ` α3 and let w˜ be given as in (4.4). For an admissible continuous wavelet
frame F “ tϕxuxPX there exist α0 ą 0 and β0 ą 1, such that for all 0 ă α ď α0 and 1 ă β ď β0
the family Fd “ tϕxj,kujPN0,kPZd
with xj,k “ pαkβ
´j , β´jq for j P N and x0,k “ pαk,8q is a
discrete wavelet frame with a corresponding dual frame Ed “ tej,kujPN0,kPZ
d such that
(a) If f P Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq we have the quasi-norm equivalence
}f |Fwpp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq} — }txf, ϕxj,kyujPN0,kPZ
d |pP w˜pp¨q,qp¨q,aq
5}
— }txf, ej,kyujPN0,kPZd
|pP w˜pp¨q,qp¨q,aq
6} .
(b) For every f P Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq the series f “
ÿ
jPN0
ÿ
kPZ
d
xf, ej,kyϕxj,k “
ÿ
jPN0
ÿ
kPZ
d
xf, ϕxj,kyej,k
converge unconditionally in the quasi-norm of Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq.
Proof. The assertion is a consequence of the representation Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq “ CopF , P w˜
pp¨q,qp¨q,aq
and Theorem 2.48. In fact, Proposition 4.6 proves that F has propertyDpδ, ν, Y q andDpδ, ν, L2q
for every δ ą 0. Also note that pPw
pp¨q,qp¨q,aq
5 “ pPw
pp¨q,qp¨q,aq
6 with equivalent quasi-norms.
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4.4 Wavelet bases
According to Appendix A.2 we obtain a family of systems Gc, c P E :“ t0, 1ud, whose union
constitutes a tensor wavelet system in L2pRdq. Our aim is now to apply the abstract result
in Theorem 2.50 to achieve wavelet basis characterizations of Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq and Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq. We
have to consider the Gramian cross kernels Kc “ KU rGc,Fs and K˚c “ K
˚
U rGc,Fs from (2.13)
in our concrete setup.
Lemma 4.8. Let Y “ Lw
pp¨q,q˜,apXq or Y “ P
w
pp¨q,qp¨q,apXq with associated weight ν “ νw,pp¨q,qp¨q
given in (4.2). Assume that a ą 0 and pp¨q, qp¨q, q˜, w fulfill the standing assumptions (4.3).
Let further F “ FpΦ0,Φq be an admissible wavelet frame, Gc be the systems from above, and
Kc “ KU rGc,Fs, K
˚
c “ K
˚
U rGc,Fs, c P E, the corresponding Gramian cross kernels. Then the
kernels Kc and K
˚
c define bounded operators from Y to Y .
Proof. The proof is analogous to the treatment of the kernels osc in Proposition 4.6, see also
[50, Lem. 4.24].
Now we are ready for the discretization of Bw
pp¨q,q˜pR
dq and Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq in terms of orthonor-
mal wavelet bases. We again only state the result for Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq for the sake of brevity.
Theorem 4.9. Let pp¨q, qp¨q, w PWα3α1,α2 fulfill the standing assumptions (4.3), assume further
a ą maxtd{p´, d{q´u ` α3 and let w˜ be given as in (4.4). Let ψ0, ψ1 P L2pRq be the Meyer
scaling function and associated wavelet. Then every f P Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq has the decomposition
f “
ÿ
cPE
ÿ
kPZ
d
λc0,kψ
cp¨ ´ kq `
ÿ
cPEzt0u
ÿ
jPN
ÿ
kPZ
d
λcj,k2
jd
2 ψcp2j ¨ ´kq
with quasi-norm convergence in Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq and sequences λc “ tλcj,kujPN0,kPZd
defined by
λcj,k “ xf, 2
jd
2 ψcp2j ¨ ´kqyS 1ˆS , j P N0, k P Z
d ,
which belong to the sequence space pP w˜
pp¨q,qp¨q,aq
6 for every c P E. Conversely, an element f P
pH1νw˜,pp¨q,qp¨qq
q belongs to Fw
pp¨q,qp¨qpR
dq if all sequences λcpfq belong to pP w˜
pp¨q,qp¨q,aq
6.
Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 2.50. The required
conditions of the kernels Kc,K˚c , c P E, have been proved in Lemma 4.8.
A Appendix: Wavelet transforms
A.1 The continuous wavelet transform
As usual SpRdq denotes the locally convex space of rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable
functions on Rd and its topological dual is denoted by S 1pRdq. The Fourier transform defined
on both SpRdq and S 1pRd) is given by pfpϕq :“ fppϕq, where f P S 1pRdq, ϕ P SpRdq, and
pϕpξq :“ p2πq´d{2 ż
R
d
e´ix¨ξϕpxq dx.
The Fourier transform is a bijection (in both cases) and its inverse is given by ϕ_ “ pϕp´¨q.
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Let us introduce the continuous wavelet transform. A general reference is provided by the
monograph [13, 2.4]. For x P Rd and t ą 0 we define the unitary dilation and translation
operators DL2t and Tx by
DL2t g “ t
´d{2g
´ ¨
t
¯
and Txg “ gp¨ ´ xq , g P L2pR
dq .
The vector g is said to be the analyzing vector for a function f P L2pRdq. The continuous
wavelet transform Wgf is then defined by
Wgfpx, tq “ xTxD
L2
t g, fy , x P R
d, t ą 0 ,
where the bracket x¨, ¨y denotes the inner product in L2pRdq. We call g an admissible wavelet if
cg :“
ż
R
d
|pgpξq|2
|ξ|d
dξ ă 8 .
If this is the case, then the family tTxD
L2
t gutą0,xPRd represents a tight continuous frame in
L2pRq where C1 “ C2 “ cg.
Many consideration in this paper are based on decay results of the continuous wavelet
transform Wgfpx, tq. This decay mainly depends on moment conditions of the analyzing vector
g as well as on the smoothness of g and the function f to be analyzed, see [59, Lem. A.3] which
is based on [52, Lem. 1]
A.2 Orthonormal wavelets
The Meyer wavelets
Meyer wavelets were introduced in [44] and are an important example of wavelets which belong
to the Schwartz class SpRq. The scaling function ψ0 P SpRq and the wavelet ψ1 P SpRq are real,
their Fourier transforms are compactly supported and they fulfill
ψˆ0p0q “ p2πq´1{2 and supp ψˆ1 Ă
„
´
8
3
π,´
2
3
π

Y
„
2
3
π,
8
3
π

.
Due to the support condition we have infinitely many moment conditions (3.6) on ψ1 and
both functions are fast decaying and infinitly often differentiable, see [60, Section 3.2] for more
properties.
Wavelets on Rd
In order to treat function spaces on Rd let us recall the construction of a d-variate wavelet basis
out of a resolution of unity in Rd, see for instance Wojtaszczyk [60]. It starts with a scaling
function ψ0 and a wavelet ψ1 belonging to L2pRq. For c P E “ t0, 1ud the function ψc : Rd Ñ R
is then defined by the tensor product ψc “
Âd
i“1 ψ
ci , i.e., ψcpxq “
śd
i“1 ψ
cipxiq, and we let
Gc “ tψ
c
px,tqupx,tqPX be the system with
ψcpx,tq “
"
TxD
L2
t ψ
c , 0 ă t ă 1 ,
Txψ
c , t “ 8 ,
if c ‰ 0 and ψ0px,tq “
"
0 , 0 ă t ă 1 ,
Txψ
0 , t “ 8 .
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